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| From The Editors' Desk
Dear BER Reader,
On behalf of the 77 staff members of Berkeley Economic
Review’s six departments and executive team, we are proud
to present the Fall 2020 volume of our namesake journal,
Berkeley Economic Review.
As the leading platform uplifting the voices of undergraduate
economists around the world, Berkeley Economic Review
curates the best research papers to present in our journal.
We received an overwhelmingly enthusiastic response from
the global undergraduate population this semester, which
made our job of selecting the best undergraduate research in
the field of economics both challenging and rewarding. Our
talented Peer Review team has diligently worked to select
some of the best papers and we are delighted to share them
with you.
These papers are a testament to the strength and resilience
of the global undergraduate economics community in
persevering through unprecedented times in world history
to pursue their research interests. We hope that you will be
similarly moved by the content of our journal and that, within
these pages, you find new perspectives on economics issues
affecting the globe.
Without further ado, we present to you an important
milestone in our journey, the 10th volume of Berkeley
Economic Review.
Best,
Parmita Das & Selena Zhang
Editors-In-Chief
Berkeley Economic Review
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Professor
Fernando Hoces
de la Guardia
Interviewed by Peter Zhang
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Fernando Hoces de la Guardia is a Postdoctoral Fellow at the Berkeley Initiative for Transparency in the Social Sciences (BITSS) hosted
by the Center for Effective Global Action (CEGA). His research interest is evidenced-based policy, particularly in increasing the transparency and reproducibility of policy analysis. Dr. Hoces wishes to highlight the role of CEGA and BITSS in making Open Policy Analysis
(OPA) a team effort. BER Staff Writer Peter Zhang interviewed Dr.
Hoces over Zoom on October 27th, 2020.
Interviewer: How were you initially drawn to economics and
public policy?
Hoces de la Guardia: A long time ago, in Chile—I did my
undergrad and master’s in Chile, where you don’t just go to
college, you go to a career right from the start—I started on
a track that’s called Commercial Engineering, which is basically a dual major between business and economics. I started thinking of going along the business track because I was
seeking financial stability. But, when I was two years into it, I
discovered economics and realized that you can use this rigorous language to talk about social issues— and you can make a
career out of it! So that was my first encounter.
Interviewer: How has learning in Chile influenced how you
think of economics today?
Hoces de la Guardia: The career I had in Chile was what you
would call a traditional track in economics—doing a master’s
and following a standard path. Then I spent a total of four
years working in the public sector. That’s what heavily influenced my thinking about public policy. I describe myself as
a policy economist; my training plus my experience was in
doing economic analysis for public policy, and that heavily
shaped the way that I think about how to bring more rigor
into policy debates.
One of the main things is that when I was in Chile, I was thinking that basically economics and public policy is this exercise
of doing rigorous analysis to answer policy questions. But I
was somewhat surprised that I had the opportunity to serve
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under two different governments—one from the left and one
from the right. When I was doing pretty much the same job,
the perceived effectiveness of my work or the perceived rigor
of my work was very different under different administrations.
That was a motivating factor.
On top of that, I migrated to the US, 7-8 years ago, permanently because my wife is here. When I came here, I was like, “ok,
being a policy economist is pretty much a translatable skill.”
I thought of this as something that’s pretty tradable; you can
move from one country to another and pretty much the same
thing.
And I realized it’s really not the case. There’s a lot, especially in
policy economics, that entails credentialing and the authoritativeness of how you say things and how you’re perceived. In
Chile, I had some that authority, some of those credentials,
and here I did not have the eloquence; I did not have the connections; I did not have anything. I was sort of stripped from
that.
I realized “wow! There’s a big premium around that,” and that
means that there is a lot of noise around how policy economists are conducted. There’s a lot of space for opaqueness.
There’s a lot of space of ambiguity, and that was one of my biggest motivations to say, “this whole exercise can be way more
transparent, and I suspect that there will be big benefits out
of it.”
Interviewer: That’s a really interesting journey. Given this
background that you have in policy economics, looking at
both the left and right in Chile and then moving to the United
States, how has all of this influenced the work you do right
now?
Hoces de la Guardia: After realizing that there’s a large amount
of opaqueness in policy analysis, there’s something a little bit
choking or discouraging. When I was drawn to economics, I
was drawn by this idea of bringing rigor to public points. I was
not driven to bring in rigor to academia. I think academia has
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rigor, and that’s great.
But when I started looking at how this idea of rigor to public policy is brought in practice, I saw that there’s a little bit
of contempt coming from the academic world to the policy
world. It’s like, “ah, that’s like less rigorous.” It’s totally fine that
it’s less novel, but there’s no reason why it should be less novel.
And this contempt, I’ve seen it in Chile. I’ve seen it here, from
the academic world and toward policy analysis world, is what
heavily motivates me to say: “wait a minute, to say these analyses are as important, if not more important, than academic
work, and we should have exactly the same standards of rigor—how do we do that?
Then, I saw what was going on in the reproducibility crisis in
science and all the discussion about how to bring more transparency and reproducibility in science, and I saw the parallel.
I draw a lot from the language that they were using, and the
tools and the solutions. That’s what influenced my decision to
bring these ideas into policy analysis.
Interviewer: Could you talk a bit about open policy analysis?
What is it and how does it connect to that goal?
Hoces de la Guardia: With the Open Policy Analysis initiative, what we’re doing is that we’re trying to promote the use of
open science practices into policy analysis. It’s basically asking
for policy analysis to be more transparent and reproducible in
a systematic way. We’re doing that by building a framework,
building a conceptual idea of how to carry out open policy
analysis.
Another part is to carry out some of these open policy analyses
in practice. We call these open policy analysis projects. So we
did one with the wealth tax, with [Professors] Emamual Saez
and Gabriel Zucman. We’re finishing one with deworming
interventions, with [Professor] Edward Miguel and Evidence
Action [an NGO]. We’re building a pipeline, one about unemployment insurance in a collaboration with the Berkeley Ini-
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tiative for Young Americans.
Next, we’re looking to build a community of practice around
open policy analysis. We’re not the only ones working on this
idea. There’s other people who are doing great work. We want
to bring everyone together to create a critical mass of people
interested in these ideas.
Interviewer: Could you dive in a little bit more into one of
these projects?
Hoces de la Guardia: The way that we articulate the framework of Open Policy Analysis is to have 3 high level principles.
One principle is open output. Another principle is open analysis. Another one is open materials.
By open output, what we mean is to move away from the traditional report where you put several results in a report and you
give the policymakers 10 scenarios. This is the famous economist that says, “on the one hand, this thing, on the other hand,
another thing.” We want to give the policymakers what from
the analyst's perspective is the best representation of the facts.
There should be one scenario. That’s the idea of open output:
to commit to one output, but also to make a clear connection
between how that output changes when you change the underlying assumption. So that the open output will be at one
fixed output but also in an interactive way such that you can
change the underlying assumptions and see how the output
changes. That first principle results in an application where
you can change the underlying assumption and see how the
results change.
The second component is to have an open analysis. By that we
mean to have an exhaustive description of how the analysis
was carried out a) in narrative form but also b) with equations
to add more clarity as to how this analysis is carried out, but
c) on top of that to add code, so [sic] combine everything using principles of computer science of literate programming in
what’s called dynamic documents, to basically combine everything in one place such you can see all the analysis, all the
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code, and all the equations in a transparent way.
The last one, open materials, is that all these materials should
be in an open repository that allows external viewers to reproduce those components with minimal effort. So just do a few
clicks, and you get the analysis using open source software
with a minimal number of restrictions like having a computer.
Interviewer: In a lot of fields, open sourcing data and methodologies is becoming more common. You’re trying to build
this practice—why isn’t this already commonplace?
Hoces de la Guardia: I thought quite a bit about that and I can
only speculate. I think that we’re in a suboptimal equilibrium
in policy analysis.
First of all, there’s a good amount of policy analysis out there
that is credible, that is rigorous . . . serious, let’s say. But a large
fraction is much more advocacy, painting the target right after you shoot the bullet. You justify the conclusion ex-post. I
would call all those policy analyses noise.
In the unfortunate equilibrium we're in, those who produced
credible policy analysis have little individual incentives to go
with a fully open, transparent and reproducible analysis, because locally they are perceived as credible. The tough part is
that the larger community—particularly policy analysts that
have different ideologies—is less likely to view them as credible.
We end up having parallel worlds, where we have a think tank
on the left and a think tank on the right who address the same
empirical question and conduct the same analysis to address
the same quantitative issues and they get radically different
answers. This is what Charles Manski started writing about in
the early 2010s.
The unfortunate component of the equilibrium, based more
on what I’ve seen in Chile, is that there’s a premium around
credentials and authority. The people who have the author-
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ity, who have the perceived seriousness, do not want to relegate so easily. The people who are considered serious policy
analysts or policy economists have little incentive to disclose
everything.
Interviewer: You’ve painted a world where ideology divides
and institution incentives keep in place this poor equilibrium,
so what are the next steps to upset that?
Hoces de la Guardia: I see a parallel between that and the open
science movement. The open science movement has gained a
lot of traction over the last 5-10 years. The incentives are somewhat similar. The incumbent, prestigious institutions, have
little incentive to open up materials and open up their work
because they're perceived as credible. But if there’s a critical
mass of discontent with the current practice of science, you
will have innovators in the open science space who will do it
differently. That’s what has happened in the last 5-10 years: a
push towards open data, open code, computational reproducibility, replicability of experiments. That’s something that has
changed radically in the last 10 years.
After the creation of the new principles of open science, there
was a push to get the buy-in of funders, to get the buy-in of journals, and that spurred the movement. This is where CEGA—
the largest is the Center for Effective Global Action and the
initiative is Berkeley Initiative for Transparency in the Social
Sciences [BITSS]—plays a key role. The center is focused on
bringing the best evidence possible to alleviate poverty around
the globe. With that motivation, CEGA created BITSS to bring
more credibility to social science. The next logical step is to
move from evidence policy change to policy analysis to improve the credibility of policy analysis. That’s where CEGA and
BITSS are playing a key role.
Interviewer: Let’s say that we create this shift in policy analysis. How do you envision this shifting policy?
Hoces de la Guardia: We want to create an environment where
we only have these credible policy analyses around. Now, there
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are a multitude of facts lying around. That ultimately creates a
situation where policymakers can choose their own facts.
Interviewer: Alternative facts!
Hoces de la Guardia: It has been accentuated in the U.S. over
the last four years, but this is not something specific to the
last four years. I think it relates this contempt from academia
to policy analysis. It’s kind of agreed that policymakers can
choose whatever fact they want, when discussing minimum
wage, wealth tax, funding higher education, or whatever issue
is under debate. It’s kind of agreed that now policymakers can
choose whatever they want. What I see is that as open policy
becomes a norm, policymakers will be forced to face the best
representation of the facts. If the policy analyst community,
supported by the academic community, can say this is “the
best representation of the facts as we know them today,” then
policymakers will be forced to say, “I support the minimum
wage, and someone opposes the minimum wage, and we both
agree on what the facts are.” That will shed light on the normative preferences of the different policymakers. What do they
stand for?
That’s our agenda for the next 10 years.
Interviewer: Suppose I’m a pessimist and I think that, even
with consensus among policy analysts, someone like President
Donald Trump still won’t care.
Hoces de la Guardia: I thought quite a bit about that and that
is a possible scenario. My response would be that the way I
see things—and this is obviously painted by my current initiative—is that under a world where there is open policy analyses, it’s much harder for people like Donald Trump to exist.
Some people out there might still give some credibility to the
different facts laid on the table. And it’s precisely because we
do not have 100% agreement of what’s the best representation
of analysis.
I don’t think OPA is going to prevent something like Donald
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Trump from happening in the future. I think it’s going to make
it less likely. It will shed light on when there is a blatant divergence from the facts.
This is not a magic bullet. But, I think it is something of a step
in the right direction to prevent the spread of misinformation.
Interviewer: If I am a policy researcher who is interested in
your project and I want to get involved or follow your work,
where could I do that?
Hoces de la Guardia: Definitely check out the Berkeley Initiative for Transparency in the Social Sciences. That’s the initiative that is supporting open policy analysis. Also check out the
Center for Effective Global Action.
If you want to be particularly involved in open policy analysis,
you can visit the background on our webpage and you can be
involved as an undergraduate research assistant each semester. You can suggest a policy analysis for us to open up or for us
to collaborate with others who open up. You can also subscribe
to BITSS news so you’re up to date on everything we’re doing.
Interviewer: Great. Thank you for your time!
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Professor
Kim
Interviewed by Sze Yu Wang
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Professor Kim is an Associate Professor of Economics at the
Hong Kong University of Science and Technology, and an Assistant Professor at Cornell University. His research focuses
on development economics, health economics, and education
economics.
Interviewer: I’d like to begin by speaking about your personal
journey in economics. What was it that initially drew you to
economics, and what experiences influenced this interest?
Kim: I started off as a medical doctor, and I practiced for 2-3
years. One thing that really affected me was that, at the end of
my time in medical school, doctors went on strike in Korea. I
was shocked! How can doctors go on strike while the patients
are dying? How is this possible? Of course they didn’t shut
down the ER and the ICU, but this was still a shock to me. I
then realized that it was to do with issues in health policy, and
I saw how important public policy is.
In my last year as a medical student, I also worked at a breast
cancer clinic. What I noticed was that those from rich areas
with higher education and better income came in for screenings more often, and were able to afford expensive cancer
treatment. For poor people, it wasn’t like that. One day, a
woman came in. She looked around 65 years old, with dark
skin—not dark skin from sun-tanning, dark skin from working in the sun. I looked through her documents and saw that
she had been referred from a hospital in the rural area. When
I touched her breast, I immediately realized that her axillary
nodes were already super protruded and expanded. Anybody,
even a medical student like me, could quickly realize that this
was terminal cancer. But she asked me: “Do I have cancer?”
That made me very sad. She was scared, and I don’t think she
could have lived long. South Korea is a pretty equal society
compared to other countries, but I could see how, based on
level of education and socioeconomic status, cancer survival
was definitely not equal. I felt this was unfair, and I wanted to
study the effects of public policy and inequality.
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Think about the Chinese famine in the 1960s and 70s. Bad
public policy can kill millions of people. Let’s check how many
people died from COVID in the US: 234,000 people. How
many people died in Korea? 400. How many in Hong Kong?
Less than that. How many lives can I save as a medical doctor
in one lifetime? At most 200, maybe 300. But as an economic
policy-maker, the number of lives I can help is much bigger
than one single doctor.
Interviewer: What research projects are you working on now,
and how are you collecting your data?
Kim: My research involves two types of approaches. The first
one we often call primary data collection with randomized
controlled trials (RCT), which is where I collect the data myself. When I was a medical doctor, randomized controlled trials were everywhere. But when I first started economics, RCT
was not popular. With this approach, I may provide treatment
for one group, and leave another as they are.
For example, in one paper I published two years ago in Science, we randomly provided tuition money for female secondary school students in Malawi. We then followed these people
in the long run. One of our major findings was that the group
that received the tuition money showed much better decision making quality, and made much better and much more
careful investments. The implications of better economic decisions are huge right? We were able to show how secondary
school education improved the quality of life for these women,
which as far as I know, is the first causal evidence of secondary
school education. Most research in this area focuses on primary school education.
Another approach in my research is to make use of natural
experiments and large comprehensive data, which usually
means looking at interventions created by the government. To
study these effects we need to find a suitable control group.
Government policy only affects certain groups of people based
on income, residential area, family structure, age, and so on.
The key is that most of these policies usually have a cut-off
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point. For example, if a government introduces a policy based
on your income, there will be a group of people just above the
cut-off, and a group of people just below the cut-off. These
people are super similar, but are treated completely differently,
which we can use to our advantage. This is one way we use to
estimate the effects of government policy.
Interviewer: You’ve done a lot of interesting work in Malawi
and Ethiopia. How did you first get involved with that, and
what inspired you to look at those places in particular?
Kim: Fifteen years ago, I didn’t have any connections in Ethiopia and Malawi. One of my friends randomly invited me: “Byrant Kim can we go to Africa together?” (laughs) I followed
him, and we visited Malawi and Ethiopia. The reason he invited me was to visit the hospitals there, and surprisingly, one
of the best hospitals in Malawi was actually run by Korean
missionaries. They asked me if there was any research I could
do in their hospital, and that was how our project started.
One study we did was the cash-transfer project for secondary
school female students which I mentioned, and another was
on the impact of male circumcision on risky sexual behaviour
and HIV prevention. These two programs were implemented
in Malawi almost 10 years ago, and I still follow up on these
people to see how the program affected their lives.
In Ethiopia, we introduced some health and nutrition programs. Unfortunately, we had to stop these projects because
of serious political protests in the area. More than 500 people
were killed nearby, and one of the American postdocs from
U.C. Davis was killed on a road that we often took. It could
have been myself, my wife, or anyone on our team. It was too
dangerous, and we had to evacuate permanently.
Interviewer: How do you think the COVID-19 pandemic
might disproportionately affect people in lower socio-economic classes?
Kim: Within the US, there is clear evidence that black people and people in lower socioeconomic classes are more like-
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ly to be infected by COVID-19. Just look at the incidence and
mortality of COVID-19 by level of income, or by residential
area—the effects are obvious. But I think that education could
have much bigger negative consequences that unequally affect
people.
What are the consequences of not coming to school? There is
lots of evidence that schooling has important impacts on mortality, longevity, crime rates, and future income. It also affects
non-cognitive abilities, because school is basically where you
learn to talk to people. People are losing these opportunities.
Richer students are able to receive education through other
channels, but for poorer students, school is everything. The
infection rate of course is unequal, but I think a more serious
impact could be driven by an unequal opportunity of education. This must be studied in the future.
Interviewer: What about people in developing countries?
Kim: Good news! COVID-19 differs by age group. Under 65,
the mortality rate is very close to influenza. Influenza infection is tough, but it is very unlikely to kill you. If you are older
than 65, however, things change a lot. The mortality rate is
almost 10 times more serious. Thanks to the age structure of
developing countries, it seems like their mortality rate is much
lower than in European countries, where most of the infected
are elderly people. Developing countries have worse healthcare, which definitely has an impact, but because of their
youthful age structure things are not as serious as in Western
countries. Look at Ghana: 48,000 cases but only 320 deaths,
which is pretty low.
Interviewer: You started with a degree in medicine, you travelled all over the world, and you’ve worked as an ER doctor, a
public health physician, and now an economist. What advice
might you have for college students who find that their interests transcend the typical boundaries of their major?
Kim: You guys are 21, 20. Don’t be afraid to explore other areas.
When I first studied economics I was 25, which is still young,
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but older than you guys. I decided to invest at least two years
studying economics, even though I didn’t know how capable I
was, or even how much I truly liked it. By investing these two
years, I learned that this was what I wanted to do.
Take advantage of UC Berkeley’s flexible system for choosing
majors and taking courses. Explore yourself! Every summer
you have freedom, so explore the world. If I were you guys I
would spend one summer as a backpacker. Maybe it’s difficult
during COVID-19, but after it is gone, it's definitely worth a try.
I backpacked to Europe, Africa, and the Middle East, which
could be dangerous nowadays, but when I was your age the
world was a lot safer in terms of terrorism. Take advantage of
each summer and study yourself. Find what you like, and what
makes you happy. Oh and try to find a girlfriend! Don’t be too
shy. (laughs)
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Professor
Steven
Vogel
Interviewed by Ally Mintzer
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Steven Vogel is Chair of the Political Economy Program, the Il
Han New Professor of Asian Studies, and a Professor of Political Science at the University of California, Berkeley. He specializes in the political economy of advanced industrialized nations, especially Japan.
Interviewer: I’d like to first talk about your personal journey
and how it has led to your research on political economy. Can
you describe your background and what experiences led you
to discover your passion for market governance and Japanese
politics?
Vogel: I was taken to Japan at age 13 against my will by my parents. I was going to study at an American high school to pretend I wasn’t in Japan, but the school would have forced me to
study Japanese. So I figured if I had to study Japanese, I might
as well go all the way and attend a Japanese high school. When
I came back to the US a year later, I had reverse culture shock,
and eventually returned to Japan to finish high school. I majored in international affairs at Princeton University and spent
the summer between my junior and senior year interning for a
member of the Japanese Diet, which is their parliament. This
is what got me interested in Japanese politics. I hit the jackpot
because this legislator was then appointed as Defense Minister. After I graduated, I went back to Japan as a reporter for the
Japan Times, and then moved to France as a freelance reporter,
editor, and research assistant.
Interviewer: What prompted the transition from being a reporter to getting a PhD?
Vogel: When I left college, I had a feeling I would be going
back to graduate school eventually in California, but I did not
know what discipline. My father is an academic, so that probably influenced me. I loved being a reporter, but my one frustration was that whenever I became interested in a new topic,
I had to move on. Now as an academic, I have the exact opposite problem: once I launch a major research project, I’m stuck
with it for the long haul. I find that my personality falls somewhere in between the two. I like the excitement of new topics,
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but reporting was too surface-level. I was three years out in the
field when I came back to graduate school, but I figured if I
wanted to do a PhD, I had better do it then. I did miss reporting because it is an exciting job for someone in their 20’s, just
absorbing information constantly.
Interviewer: I feel like I’m in a similar position. I would love
to attend graduate school some day, but I do not know which
discipline yet.
Vogel: It’s great to first get a job right out of college, and I generally don’t encourage my students to go to graduate school
right away. Obviously, the more interesting the job the better—something where you’re just absorbing information like
reporting or consulting. Those are great first jobs that teach
you what you like and don’t like. It’s hard to figure that out in
college because you’re developing skills like taking tests—that
you may never do again. Once you’re in the professional world,
you’ll realize, hey, I’m great at presentations and terrible at
memos, for example. Within a year or two you can really get a
direction; at least that’s what I find with my former students.
Interviewer: So how did you decide to get your PhD in political
science?
Vogel: My interests spanned from politics to economics to
philosophy. The way I decided my discipline, which wasn’t the
most logical, was that I figured if I did a PhD in economics
or philosophy and did not like it, I would be stuck. But with
political science, I could hedge my bets and do some philosophy and economics too. Even at the time I didn’t think it was a
rational decision, but what surprises me looking back is that I
actually knew my interests very well.
Interviewer: When did you realize you wanted to teach political economy and Japanese politics?
Vogel: When I was doing my PhD, I did not think of myself as a
Japan specialist. I started in international relations and ended
in comparative political economy, although I didn’t realize it
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at the time. My dissertation was on the deregulation movement that started in the 1970’s in the US and spread throughout the world, focusing mainly on Britain and Japan. I figured
Japan would be easy since I had the language skills. I focused
on telecommunications and finance initially, then extended
my dissertation to include broadcasting, utilities, and transport, also in France, Germany, and the US. By that point, I was
knee-deep in political economy. I applied for comparative and
Japanese politics jobs, and was hired to teach Japanese politics at UC Irvine. Ironically, I had never actually taken a class
in Japanese politics, but I was well-equipped to teach since I
went to high school there, worked in politics myself, and was
a reporter there. I have been teaching comparative political
economy and Japanese politics ever since!
Interviewer: What are some areas you are researching right
now?
Vogel: I’m kind of at a crossroads. After I finished my Marketcraft book, I did pieces on Japanese labor, Japanese corporate
governance, the regulatory roots of inequality, and entrepreneurship in the United States. I’ve been writing a lot of op-eds
because I'm worried about the state of our country, and I try
to give commentary on policy. I think my next project will be
on economic inequality, very broadly defined, across industrial countries. I still haven’t determined which countries or how
theoretical or empirical it will be. The demands for data will
probably not be as high as my first book on deregulation and
my second book Japan Remodeled, which involved more extensive original research.
Interviewer: You mentioned your recent book Marketcraft,
How Governments Make Markets Work. Can you explain what
you mean by “marketcraft?”
Vogel: “Marketcraft” is my word for market governance, which
is how markets are structured by governments, firms, and individuals, including laws, regulations, business practices, and
social norms. Markets are inherently governed; they don’t
work without rules. It sounds pretty simple, but it’s amazing
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how much both intellectuals and policymakers just ignore that
and say that we need less government and more markets—as
if those two came together. I used the term marketcraft because I was trying to evoke statecraft, which is similarly critical
for the welfare of a nation. For instance, what was the greatest
economic success story and the greatest economic failure in
the United States over the past four decades? For failure, it
would be the global financial crisis or Covid-19, and the success would be the digital revolution. Both the financial crisis
and the digital revolution were products of marketcraft, which
gives you a sense of the scale of the consequences of marketcraft. Amazing things can happen if you get marketcraft right,
and terrible things can happen if you get it wrong.
Interviewer: You’re also co-chair of the UC Berkeley Network
for a New Political Economy to develop a new intellectual
paradigm as an alternative to neoliberalism. Neoliberal is a
word that is so ubiquitous yet many describe it differently. So
first, how would you define neoliberalism, and what would a
post-neoliberal society look like?
Vogel: I was hoping for easy questions! I have avoided the term
neoliberal until recently and instead used “market liberal” for
precisely that reason. There’s so much literature on it; it’s like
a code word with multiple meanings. I believe there are five or
six different main definitions of neoliberalism, but two prominent ones include an intellectual movement beginning in the
1930’s and 1940’s with Friedrich Hayek and Milton Friedman
and a political project beginning with Margaret Thatcher and
Ronald Reagan. In a nutshell, I would say that neoliberals
believe that it is desirable to have less government and more
markets. This ideology has caused incredible damage for analysis, for policy, and for public welfare.
An intellectual replacement for neoliberalism would be market institutionalism. I’m not pretending I came up with this;
there are entire subfields in economic sociology, economic geography, or institutional economics that treat markets as institutions, not natural institution-free spaces. In terms of policy,
market institutionalism suggests a “predistribution” agenda.
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Do we let markets do their thing and then have a redistributive
tax or welfare policy, or do we design markets to achieve better
outcomes from the get-go? A real market liberal like Hayek or
Friedman would go bonkers, saying we should not mess with
the free market! I would counter that there is no such thing as a
free market, as markets are inherently governed. If you believe
in equity or sustainability, those goals should not be outside
the realm of market design. This idea totally transforms the
progressive agenda as you’re not only addressing social regulation, tax policy, and welfare spending but how to redesign
markets for a more equitable and sustainable market economy as well. To be concrete, this would include changing labor
regulations to balance the power between employers and employees. It would also mean reimagining corporate governance
so corporations maximized the welfare of a broader range of
stakeholders rather than a narrow range of shareholders and
stock options-maximizing executives.
Interviewer: You teach a course at UC Berkeley on market governance and the digital economy. It was recently announced
that the DOJ is filing an antitrust lawsuit against Google.
What are your thoughts on this and the future of possible Big
Tech break-ups?
Vogel: I have a lot of thoughts about antitrust. I’m not sure I’m
ready to dive into the weeds of Google’s exact practices, but it
is clear that we need more aggressive antitrust enforcement. If
you look at the US economy over the past few decades, there
has been a gradual increase in market concentration which
has led to weaker macroeconomic performance. I also believe
aggressive antitrust policy would be good politically, which is
controversial because most antitrust experts in economics say
you shouldn’t consider market power as a political problem.
Yet a high concentration of market power correlates with a
high concentration of political power, which is not good for
our political system.
There is a valid question about what to do with Big Tech. These
companies became so big because they offered innovative services, lots of people like them, and their network effects are
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not inherently bad. But if they are leveraging their market
power into anti-competitive practices, that’s a problem. The
US should become much tougher on merger approvals; next
time Facebook wants to buy Instagram, agencies should think
twice. The authorities need to consider not only how big these
companies are at the time, but their potential to become a
competitor—whether the acquisition is an attempt to prevent
competition. One should be cautious with breakups, however;
would the harm of breaking them up outweigh the benefits? I
don’t have a great answer, but I lean towards some action because there is pretty good evidence of anti-competitive practices by Big Tech firms. This might be slightly radical, but it’s
probably a good principle that you can run a marketplace or
participate in a marketplace, but you can’t do both.
Interviewer: How is it teaching here at UC Berkeley where you
got your PhD?
Vogel: Oh, I love Berkeley! We do not hire our own PhD’s, so I
had to do six years of hard exile before they let me come back.
It was great to come back because I knew the department, a lot
of my own professors were still around, and the department
was an intellectual match.
My first fall of my PhD, wanting to come to California, I was
actually deciding between here and Stanford. Again, not necessarily rationally, I chose Berkeley partly because it had a bigger department and I figured someone could help me determine my interests. Berkeley seemed very foreign at first, being
from the East Coast. To make matters worse, one of my high
school friends from Japan was starting his MBA at Stanford.
I used to get calls from him on a daily basis saying, “I don’t
know whether to go to the Dean’s social, you know, or this
champagne lunch with the President.” That did not sound like
my experience. So I was jealous for about three or four days
and then I had an epiphany, realizing Berkeley is really what I
wanted. It took me a little while to figure this out, but I haven’t
looked back since. Pre-Covid, I used to go to Sproul Plaza at
lunchtime and just soak up all the energy. I became a fan very
quickly.
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1

Introduction

Bit by bit, inves tor-s tate dispute settlement (ISDS)
provisions have become troublesome for states seeking to
attract foreign direct investment (FDI). When a state loses
an ISDS case, foreign investors similarly lose confidence in
that state’s promises to protect foreign investors, thereby
dissuading future FDI. However, this loss of FDI inf low
varies greatly: Kyrgyzstan lost 60.4% of its FDI following its
2013 loss in Beck v. Kyrgyzstan while Bolivia 1 lost only 15.6%
of its FDI after its 2014 loss in Guaracachi v. Bolivia. Why
do states lose more FDI after losing some ISDS than after
losing others?
Although ISDS provisions within bilateral investment
treaties (BITs) are intended to increase FDI, a rich literature
has developed to demonstrate that states lose FDI in the
event of ISDS arbitration, both when a case is initiated
and when it is decided against them 2 . Put simply, states’
BIT promises are only valuable if they are kept. However,
the nature of ISDS cases has changed considerably in
the last decade. Instead of alleging direct expropriation,
which occurs when a state seizes legal ownership of an
asset without due compensation (i.e., nationalization of
a factory), the majority of ISDS cases now allege indirect
expropriation. 3 Indirect expropriation cases arise when
states, instead of directly seizing ownership of an asset,
indirectly eliminate an asset’s value through regulatory
means4. Recent literature suggests that states lose different
amounts of FDI when different types of cases are initiated
against them5 . However, there has been no research on
the variation of FDI loss after cases are decided6. My paper
1 Here, Kyrgyzstan lost its case on grounds of direct expropriation while Bolivia
lost its case on grounds of indirect expropriation. I will discuss these two types of
claims at length in my paper.
2 Allee and Peinhardt 2011.
3 Pelc 2017.
4 Friedman Prager and Popova 2019.
5 Kerner and Pelc M.S., 2019.
6 This hole in the literature is due to both the recency of these emergent trends
and the focus in the literature on more immediate regulatory chill when cases are
initiated. Scholars such as Jennifer Tobin (2018) argue that firms initiate ISDS
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explains this variation and fills the gap in the literature
about different losses of FDI upon losing different ISDS
cases.
I argue that states lose more FDI after losing indirect
expropriation ISDS cases than after direct expropriation
cases. Oftentimes, direct expropriation only compromises
the property rights of a single investor for a stated public
purpose, minimizing concern among other unrelated
i nve s tor s . Me a nw h i le , g u i lt y ve r d ic t s i n i nd i r e c t
expropriation cases concern regulation pertinent to a wide
variety of industries. Indirect expropriation cases concern
issues ranging from discriminatory taxation and licensing
requirements to public health and environmental policy,
all of which affect a wide range of foreign investors. So,
when a state loses an indirect expropriation case, the case
itself pertains to matters affecting a much wider scope
of investors than the loss of a direct expropriation case 7.
Therefore, if a state loses an indirect expropriation case,
it will lose a significantly greater magnitude of FDI inflow
than what is lost after losing a direct expropriation case.
However, regulation that attracts indirect expropriation
challenges may have real public policy goals, such as when
Philip Morris challenged Uruguay’s requirements that
cigarette packaging include large health warnings. Thus,
states are faced with balancing the benefit of domestic
policy against the threat of FDI loss should those policies be
challenged as indirect expropriation.
The evidence bears out the intuition of my hypothesis
that losses of indirect expropriation cases cause a greater
reduction of a country’s FDI inflow. In a linear fixed-effects
model, I will examine the 60 ISDS cases that allege either
indirect or direct expropriation by running regressions of
these respective cases and their verdicts against respondent
countries’ FDI inf lows. Specifically, I will be using the
cases to impose immediate costs on states, forcing states to abandon their policies
and deter others from enacting similar proposals.
7 The importance of ISDS cases for other investors is the information about the
government’s action that is conveyed in the rulings, not necessarily the actual
penalties involved.
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model developed in Todd Allee’s and Clint Peinhardt’s work
on the subject8, which has been cited as the benchmark of
statistical analysis of the impact of international investment
arbitration on FDI9. I will use data from the World Bank’s
World Development Indicators and the Global Economy
Project to update control variables in their model, such as
GDP growth, capital account openness, population growth,
and property rights, among others. Through this analysis,
I find evidence to support my argument, which I will then
illustrate using case studies that examine specific examples
of investors’ reactions to the issues implicated in both direct
and indirect expropriation cases.
If states lose more FDI after guilty verdicts in indirect
expropriation than in direct expropriation cases, there
is a policy implication in both scenarios. Since direct
expropriation rulings harm states’ FDI inf low to a lesser
degree, a state has more latitude to challenge those rulings
unilaterally. Meanwhile, to avoid the significant reductions
in FDI from losing indirect expropriation ISDS cases,
states should dedicate more legal resources to fighting
off indirect expropriation cases than direct expropriation
cases. If indeed a state does lose on indirect expropriation,
governments should have a greater incentive to attempt
to mitigate the subsequent FDI loss. This could include
spending considerable resources to explain the regulations
in question or attracting more foreign investment through
costly and credible policy incentives. When considering
new regulations, countries should weigh the different
magnitudes of FDI loss, associated with losses of different
types of ISDS cases, against the costs of allaying the ruling's
impact10.
This paper proceeds in five sections. First, I review the
existing literature on the relationship between ISDS cases
8 Allee and Peinhardt 2011.
9 Kerner and Pelc M.S., 2019.
10 Alternatively, states should more actively seek the help of NGOs and intergovernmental partners in indirect expropriation cases to avoid losing. An example
of this is in Philip Morris v. Uruguay, where Uruguay’s legal defense was largely
funded by Bloomberg Philanthropies, the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, and
the Pan American Health Organization. See Kelland 2015 and Mitchell 2014.
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and respondent states’ FDI. Second, I argue that the type of
ISDS case lost is the primary determinant of a respondent
states’ consequent loss of FDI. I then provide empirical
support through statistical analysis, as well as present case
studies to illustrate my argument’s causal mechanism.
Finally, I consider some limitations of my arg ument
and discuss the implications that my findings bear for
policymakers.

2

Literature Review

Comparing states’ FDI inf lows and their ISDS records is
nothing new. Beginning this academic debate, Allee and
Peinhardt (2011) found that states lose considerable FDI
inflow at two specific points in ISDS arbitration: when cases
are initiated against them, and when (or if) the case is ruled
against the state11. Their model found that a single ISDS case
can offset the gains of FDI from signing a BIT. Therefore,
Allee and Peinhardt concluded that an ISDS claim against a
state signals that the threat of arbitration will not constrain
the state from violating their treaty obligations. Intuitively,
t heir a rg ument ma kes sense —in line w it h credible
commitment theory, a state’s credibility to uphold their BIT
promises only goes as far as their demonstrable adherence
to their assurances 12 . That is to say, if a state has an ISDS
case initiated against them, investors may react to some
degree based on what is known about the case. However, if
a state loses that ISDS case, it is a verified affirmation that
the state betrayed their commitments. Allee and Peinhardt
conclude that ISDS is more than just a means by which
foreign investors can recover damages from unjust state
policy; it is also a signaling mechanism for a larger audience
of prospective investors.
Not only are ISDS cases taken to represent a state’s future
propensity to backtrack on their promises to foreign
investors, but the potential consequences of facing ISDS
11 Allee and Peinhardt 2011
12 Stevens and Cooper 2009.
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arbitration also influence state policy 13 . Confirming Allee
and Peinhardt’s initial f indings, A isbett et al. (2015)
developed a hypothesis in which “BITs [act] as deterrents” of
policies adverse to foreign investment14. According to their
paper, states weigh the benefits of various policies against
the costs of an ISDS challenge to that policy—especially if
any such rulings go against the state15. When these potential
costs deter a state from implementing such policies,
especially after similar experiences of other states, the
literature defines this as “regulatory chill.16” The Aisbett et
al. hypothesis was reflected in a 2016 study by Van Harten
and Scott, in which policymakers acknowledged that they
consider the costs of potential investment arbitration when
making policy decisions 17.
Although the work of Allee, Peinhardt, and Aisbett et
al. on the loss of FDI inf low ensuing ISDS arbitration is
informative, their studies mistakenly treat all ISDS cases
equally. In fact, Kerner and Pelc (2019) use the same models
to show that different cases cause different losses of FDI
following ISDS initiation18. Specifically, they find that states
experience an investment slowdown following the initiation
of direct expropriation ISDS cases, while the initiation
of indirect expropriation ISDS cases cause no similar
effect 19 . Having affirmed that the type of case can affect
the subsequent loss of FDI at the initiation stage of ISDS,
Kerner and Pelc unfortunately do not explore whether or
13 There are a number of significant costs with being brought up before ISDS,
including considerable legal fees, damages regularly in the hundreds of millions of
USD, and, as demonstrated, loss of FDI. It is the variation in the third components
of these costs, loss of FDI, that is the subject of my investigation.
14 Aisbett, Busse, and Nunnenkamp 2017, 122.
15 Tobin 2018 illustrates this cost by demonstrating that plain packaging ISDS
litigation has delayed or deterred similar policies in several states.
16 Tienhaara 2017.
17 Van Harten and Scott 2016. See interview excerpt.
18 Kerner and Pelc M.S., 2019.
19 Along with other authors such as Janeba (2019), Kerner and Pelc (2019) allege a
rise of frivolous ISDS litigation intended to dissuade regulatory action rather than
compensate for real damages. While these authors argue that more low-merit cases
reduce the signaling power of ISDS, they do not examine fluctuations in foreign
investment after an arbitral body rules that an investor’s claim has considerable
merit.
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not this discrepancy is replicated when cases are decided,
leaving a hole in the literature.
This hole is especially pertinent in light of Allee and
Peinhardt’s assertion that the ruling of a case provides
investors a clear verdict on a state’s true culpabilit y
and hence causes a market reaction of its own 20 . With
respect to indirect expropriation, there is a considerable
space for rulings to clarify whether or not a state acted
unjustly. As the Organization for Economic Cooperation
and Development notes, “the line between the concept
of indirect expropriation and governmental regulatory
measures not requiring compensation has not been
clearly articulated and depends on the specific facts and
circumstances of the case,” which are revealed not when
a claim is initiated but, rather, when a case is concluded 21.
Most BITs remain very vague about what exactly constitutes
indirect expropriation 22 , allowing arbitrators to determine
its interpretation on a case-by-case basis. For example, the
German model BIT (and, until 2012, the US model BIT)
defines indirect expropriation as measures which would
be “tantamount to expropriation,” the Canadian model BIT
describes it as measures “that have an effect equivalent
to direct expropriation without formal transfer of title or
outright seizure;” and the Italian model BIT does not even
bother to define the term23. Meanwhile, definitions of direct
expropriation are fairly detailed24. Dolzer and Stevens (1995)
note that this ambiguity on indirect expropriation leaves
20 Allee and Peinhardt 2011.
21 OECD 2004.
22 Of course, vagueness is in part a purposeful design of indirect expropriation
clauses, as they are meant to cover all alternative ways that a state may compromise
the value of foreign investors’ assets. See Tienhaara 2017.
23 Complete copies of these BITs can be found on UNCTAD’s International
Investment Agreements Navigator through their Investment Policy Hub. See
Investment Dispute Settlement Navigator | UNCTAD Investment Policy Hub.
24 As Pelc (2015) notes, ISDS was originally established in response to waves
of nationalizations in the 70s and 80s. In fact, indirect expropriation cases were
rather uncommon until it was alleged in Metalclad v. Mexico in 1992, and since
2000 indirect expropriation claims have been featured in 70% of ISDS cases. For a
full database of ISDS cases, please see UNCTAD’s Investment Dispute Settlement
Navigator through their Investment Policy Hub.
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foreign investors with insufficient information to judge whether
or not a pending case signals a threat to their investments and,
as such, insufficient information to decide whether or not to
continue business operations in a host country25.
Nondescript indirect expropriation clauses not only cause
uncertainty for investors but also leave policymakers in a state
of ambiguity. Scholars have described at length how legitimate
public policy action might leave states vulnerable to indirect
expropriation ISDS challenges—including all the costs of
litigation. Jennifer Tobin (2018) describes how Uruguay and
Australian cigarette plain packaging laws, intended as public
health policy, allegedly indirectly expropriated the intellectual
property of companies who could no longer include their
trademark on their products26. In Indonesia, the government’s
attempts to develop its mining industries from extraction to
processing through export controls quickly attracted an ISDS
challenge by Newmont Mining, claiming that the trade policy
stalled production at their mines and therefore indirectly
expropriated lost revenues27. Uncertain whether or not regulation
is permissible within their BIT obligations, states must weigh
the benefits of such policy against its likelihood to attract ISDS
challenges, and the costs associated with litigating and losing a
case.
Nothing in the existing literature explains why states lose
different amounts of FDI inf lows when they lose ISDS cases.
Could the difference lie in the type of case?

3

Argument

My argument proceeds in three parts. Firstly, I contend that
direct expropriation cases do not convey actionable information
for many foreign investors. Secondly, I argue that the regulatory
nature of indirect expropriation cases makes the information
conveyed by any ruling against a given state applicable to a
wider scope of foreign investors. Thirdly, I argue that indirect
25 Dolzer and Stevens 1995, 99.
26 Tobin 2018.
27 van der Pas and Damanik 2014.
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expropriation rulings convey more actionable information
than direct expropriation cases, due to the ambiguous legal
definitions of indirect expropriation.
The FDI impact of an ISDS ruling against a state is a function
of two variables: (1) how widely applicable the issues of the
case are to investors and (2) how much additional information
that ruling provides to investors. When a case is decided
against a state, it is clear that the state was willing to violate
its BIT promises; but just how much investors care about
that violation depends on how threatened their investments
are. As Heil and Robertson (1991) describe, the degree by
which a market signal inf luences an investor’s behavior
depends on just how relevant the information is to their
business operations 28 . Applying this idea to my puzzle, I
argue that the violations involved in indirect expropriation
cases pertain to a larger audience of foreign investors
than the violations involved in direct expropriation cases.
Furthermore, I argue that rulings of indirect cases provide
investors with information they did not have pre-ruling;
combined with the greater applicability of indirect cases to
a larger audience of investors, a “loss” verdict consequently
causes a greater magnitude of FDI reaction. If a state loses an
ISDS case alleging indirect expropriation, then it will see a
greater reduction in FDI inflow than it does in losing a case
alleging direct expropriation. The stronger signal sent by an
indirect expropriation loss in regard to a state’s conduct raises
concerns for the business operations of a wider audience of
foreign investors.

3.1

Variables

In my argument, the dependent variable is a country’s annual
FDI inf low, as published by UNCTAD in millions of US
dollars29. Variation in the independent variable, whether the
state loses an indirect expropriation ISDS case or a direct
expropriation ISDS case, causes notable variation in the
dependent variable. I also define the loss of a case, in either
28 Heil and Robertson 1991.
29 UNCTAD “FDI Statistics.”
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indirect or direct expropriation, as when an arbitral body
explicitly rules in favor of the investor. This contrasts
with other analyses 30, which have counted settled cases as
losses and assumed the reputational loss of a state losing
or settling a case to be the same. Considering the wealth
of literature that suggests that developing countries may
back down from ISDS challenges and settle to avoid paying
the considerable legal fees, I reject those other analyses in
favor of my narrower definition of a “loss.”31 Imperative to
my discussion, the impartial and ruling of an arbitral body
in indirect expropriation cases offers considerably more
information upon which foreign investors act, given the ex
ante ambiguity of what policy behaviors actually constitute
indirect expropriation32 . When cases are settled, it would
be unclear to foreign investors whether the state indeed
violated its BIT promises, or if it merely found the cost of
settlement to be less than the cost of ongoing arbitration.
Because of this, I consider cases explicitly lost by a state.

3.2

Causal Logic: Where Direct 		
Expropriation Falls Short

Cases of direct expropriation could give rise to two potential
fears among foreign investors: either that their assets could
be similarly expropriated, and that any such takings will
not be compensated33 . However, if these fears do not apply
to a large audience of foreign investors, states will not lose
much FDI.
I will first address fears of uncompensated expropriation
from direct expropriation cases. Oftentimes states and
30 This methodology was followed in both Allee and Peinhardt (2011) and Aisbett
et al. (2017).
31 Bonnitcha, Lauge, and Poulsen 2017.
32 While some forums for ISDS, such as ICSID, are transparent and publish
detailed findings of cases, others such as UNCITRAL do not disclose such information. Regardless of a decision’s detail on the proceedings, they almost always
release a basic ruling of whether or not a state is found guilty, which will be crucial
to my argument.
33 Picht and Stüven 1991.
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investors use ISDS not to conclude whether or not an
uncompensated direct expropriation has occurred, but
rather to determine a fair amount of compensation for that
seizure. Kerner and Pelc (2019) report that these ISDS cases
are fairly common34. In cases where ISDS is used as a pricing
mechanism instead of as a justice system, a state is entirely
willing to recognize and compensate the investor for the
expropriation; there is simply a disagreement between the
state and investor as to what is the fair rate of compensation.
I n r e g a r d t o t h e f e a r o f f u t u r e t a k i n g s , o u t r i g ht
expropriations usually have specific justifications. As a
result, these specific public purposes narrow the number
of investors who fear that such a policy would be used
against their assets in the future. States usually provide
detailed evidence to justify how a particular seizure serves
that specific public interest, as in Unglaube v. Costa Rica
(2008) when Costa Rica seized the beachfront property of
a German national to protect threatened local sea turtle
populations 35 . While a direct expropriation case concerns
foreign investors whose holdings fit the specific set of
circumstances in the case, it presents little risk to assets
that do not match such a narrow description. Few investors
would fear losing their assets from the threatened seizure of
a narrow range of assets.

3.3

Causal Logic: Indirect 			
Expropriation Rulings’ Impact on
a State’s FDI Inflow

On the other hand, indirect expropriation cases involve
regulatory behavior more frequently encountered by a wide
range of industries. The voluminous log of ISDS cases 36
reveals which areas of state policy are liable to be ruled as
indirect expropriation. Saar Papier v. Poland (1994) involved
34 Kerner and Pelc M.S., 2019.
35 Kerner and Pelc M.S., 2019.
36 UNCTAD Investment Dispute Settlement Navigator publishes brief summaries
of most disputes and links relevant news articles for further investigation.
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trade policy with export controls; Bear Creek Mining v.
Peru (2014) concerned environmental and safety regulation;
Stans Energy v. Kyrgyzstan (I) (2013) challenged licensing
policy; and Yukos Universal v. Russia (2005) fought the
country’s tax code. In all of these cases, the overarching
state policy threatened a large swath of business operations.
In losing an indirect expropriation case, a state damages its
credibility to exercise this regulatory power within its BIT
obligations. As follows, the signal of regulatory risk applies
to the broad range of foreign investors whose assets are
potentially threatened by that policy. It is logical that, with
more investors reacting, states consequently lose more FDI
inflow.

3.4 Why Wait Until a Ruling?
Why would investors react to indirect expropriation cases
only after a case’s ruling, rather than upon its initiation?
I attribute this disparity to the lack of a formal definition
of indirect expropriation. Since most BITs do not clearly
distinguish legitimate regulator y action and indirect
expropriation, the facts of these cases can be complex and
are left to the interpretation of arbitral bodies on a case-bycase basis. Investors simply do not have enough information
to react before the ruling of indirect cases. Until they are
decided, investors have little reason to believe that most
indirect expropriation claims are valid, since indirect
expropriation ISDS claims have a success rate of only 13%37.
An ISDS ruling of indirect expropriation against a state
would be significant: because states rarely lose these cases,
losses are therefore worthy of attention when they happen.
In contrast, the higher success rates and more detailed legal
definitions of direct expropriation send a clearer signal to
investors of a state’s conduct upon the initiation of an ISDS
case. This means that the amount of information revealed
by an indirect expropriation ruling against the state is
much more than that of a direct expropriation ruling. With
additional information to act upon, investor reactions will
be more robust.
37 Pelc 2015.
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3.5

Hypothesis

I hypothesize that governments will experience a greater
reduction of FDI f lows following the loss of an investorstate dispute settlement regarding indirect expropriation
than would be experienced after the loss of an investor-state
dispute settlement regarding direct expropriation, ceteris
paribus.

3.6 Competing Explanation
An obvious counterargument is that the particular facts of
an ISDS case determine a state’s loss of FDI inflow rather
than the type of case at hand. It seems reasonable that the
specifics of a case, by demonstrating how drastically a state
violated its BIT promises, would modulate the magnitude
of FDI deterred from any foreign investor. This explanation
may nuance investors’ reactions, but it wields less general
explanatory value. The different types of state behavior
involved in direct and indirect expropriation produce
disproportionate scopes of foreign investors acting upon any
such information. No state’s loss of a direct expropriation
case, no matter how f lagrant the seizure, could deter as
wide of an audience of foreign investors as could the loss
of an indirect expropriation case. Regardless of how clear,
convincing, and egregious a direct expropriation case is,
its salience among the wide population of foreign investors
is limited by the state’s purpose for seizing any such
property 38 . Meanwhile, regulatory behavior involved in
indirect expropriation concerns a wide scope of investors.
Foreign investors may react differently to case specifics, but
the audience responding to direct expropriation cases will
still be dramatically narrower compared to the audience
reacting to indirect expropriation cases.
38 In defence of proposals to nationalize American banks amid the financial crisis,
HuffPost published an article titled, “Nationalization: It’s Not Scary, It’s All Around
You.” This article included a quote from economics Nobel Laureate Paul Krugman
that nationalization is “as American as apple pie.” See Sirota 2011.
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4

Data and Methodologies

4.1

The Model

To test my hypothesis against empirical evidence, I use
a linear f ixed-effect model with 658 obser vations to
examine the respective FDI impacts of losing an indirect
expropriation ISDS case and of losing a direct expropriation
ISDS case. I control for other variables that may affect FDI
f lows and make each country a panel of the regression.
I use UNCTAD’s comprehensive database of ISDS cases
to see how many indirect or direct expropriation cases a
country loses in any given year, and regress these losses and
control variables against counties’ FDI f lows. My dataset
spans from 1990 to 2018, and it does so for several reasons.
Firstly, many of the countries that have lost these cases are
of the former Soviet Union or its communist satellite states,
so it makes sense to begin the series when many of these
countries began accepting foreign investment. Secondly,
99.902% of ISDS cases recorded in UNCTAD’s database
occur after 1990. Finally, indirect expropriation cases only
began arising in the 1990s, and we need both cases to make
any meaningful comparisons.

4.2 Independent Variable
As previously stated, the independent variable of my
research is whether a state loses an indirect expropriation
or direct ex propriation ISDS case. In my statistical
analysis, I consider the number of these respective cases
that a country loses in any given year with the variables
INDIRECT EXPROPRIATION ISDS LOSS and DIRECT
EXPROPRIATION ISDS LOSS. I limit these variables to
cases that allege either only indirect expropriation or direct
expropriation to exclude cases with several types of claims
and rulings. I do this to assure that my analysis exclusively
compares the effects of losing indirect versus direct
expropriation and does not introduce confounding variables
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of how investors react to claims and rulings upon additional
alleged breaches such as umbrella clause, performance
requirements, or full protection and security. Cases must
also be dated according to when arbitral bodies render a
decision that shows a clear verdict in the case with regards
to whether or not a state violated its BIT obligations. As
such, I date cases by their final award and verdict, unless an
interim award has already been rendered, in which case I
use the date of the interim award.
Following these parameters, our model includes 60 cases
lost by 25 countries between 1990 and 2018.

4.3

Dependent Variable

My dependent variable is LAGGED PERCENT CHANGE
FDI NET INFLOW, measured annually at the country level.
Following previous studies, I use an inverse hyperbolic sine
transformation on nominal FDI net inflows to avoid skew in
our measure of FDI. I then follow the transformation given
by Aisbett, et al. in their study of ISDS losses on states’ FDI,
where the “transformation of a variable y is
Θ-1sinh-1(Θy) = Θ-1- ln(Θy + (Θ2 y2 + 1)1/2),
where I set Θ = 139. This transformation of FDI inflows has
several advantages over the logarithmic transformation used
in the studies of Allee and Peinhardt (2011)40 and Kerner
and Pelc (2019)41, not the least of which is that it allows me
to examine zero and negative values of FDI inflow. This is
particularly important when considering some of the FDI
inflows in our dataset, such as when Hungary saw a net FDI
inflow of -14,797.345 million US dollars in 2014 42. I then find
the percentage change of this variable from year to year in
39 Aisbett et al. (2017) offer thorough elaboration on the inverse hyperbolic sine
transformation, including its origin and use, on pages 129 and 130.
40 Allee and Peinhardt 2011.
41 Kerner and Pelc M.S., 2019.
42 Analysis from Santander Bank suggests that large public debt was a considerable deterrent to Hungarian FDI. See “Hungary: Foreign Investment.” Foreign
investment in Hungary - Santandertrade.com.
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order to yield the variable used in this analysis.
For LAGGED PERCENT CHANGE FDI NET INFLOW, we see a
maximum value of 11.9, a minimum value of -10.3, and an average
value of 7.1.

4.4 Control Variables
To reinforce my statistical regression’s ability to accurately
capture the FDI impact of losing these different types of ISDS
cases, I include five control variables that could also inf luence
the net FDI inf low of a country. By controlling for these other
variables, I preempt objections that the variation examined results
from variation in these other variables. Moreover, these additional
variables create a more robust test of statistical significance
against which to set my hypothesis.
The first control variable included is YEARS SQUARED to control
for nonlinearity in time by providing a proxy for inf lationary
pressures. Currencies usually experience inf lation, but the
variation in currencies used by foreign investors would make a
more specific variable challenging to compute, and I square the
value so that the differences are not unitary. The second control
variable is BILATERAL INVESTMENT TREATIES, which is the
number of bilateral investment treaties that a country has in place
during a given year according to the UNCTAD Investment Policy
Hub. Previous work has shown that more bilateral investment
treaties tend to attract more foreign investment 43 . The third
control variable is GDP GROWTH as a measure of a country’s
annual economic growth, taken from the World Bank’s World
Development Indicators, since foreign investors are more likely to
invest in fast-growing economies 44 . Our fourth control variable,
POLITICAL RIGHTS, is taken from Freedom House’s Political
Rights ratings and serves as a general control for democracy on
FDI 45 . It is important to note that this index ranges from one
(weak rights) to seven (strong rights). Scholars disagree whether
higher levels of authoritarianism or liberal democracy promote
43 See Bhasin Manocha 2016, Frenkel and Walter 2019, and Lee and Johnston 2016.
44 “World Development Indicators.” DataBank. World Bank.
45 “Economic Data.” TheGlobalEconomy.com. The Global Economy.
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FDI 46 , but, because it is prevalent in analyses of FDI, I
nevertheless control for it. Finally, I include a fifth and
final control variable TOTAL WORLD FDI, as published
by UNCTAD, to capture transitory changes in aggregate
foreign investment in any given year as well as the increase
in global investment.
Table 1:

4.5

Empirical Results

The results of my analysis are shown in Table 1. The loss of
46 The literature is intensely divided on this topic. Truman and Emmert (2004)
and Tomashevisky (2017) link authoritarian regimes to greater FDI inflow on
account of favorable conditions for investors and political incentives. Meanwhile,
Anyawu and Yaméogo (2015) and Li and Resnick (2003) hypothesize that liberal
democracy attracts more FDI by upholding a rule of law.
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an indirect expropriation case is negatively correlated and
significant (p = 0.02), revealing that indirect expropriation
rulings consistently deter considerable foreign investment
to a state. Meanwhile, the loss of direct expropriation
is insignif icant (p = 0.887) and, moreover, negatively
correlated at only a fraction of that of a loss of indirect
expropriation. This indicates that states do not consistently
lose FDI after losing a direct expropriation case and, when
they do, the FDI loss tends to be much less than what
follows the loss of an indirect expropriation case. This
difference becomes especially apparent when graphing 95%
confidence intervals for the marginal effects of these ISDS
losses, as is done in Table 2.

TABLE 2: 95% Confidence Intervals for marginal effects of
indirect and direct expropriation ISDS rulings on states’
FDI inflow.
The model also finds all but one included control variable
statistically significant. YEARS SQUARED, the number of
bilateral investment treaties a country signs, and a country’s
economic grow th are all found to be signif icant and
positively correlated with a state’s FDI inflow. Meanwhile,
although significant, total world FDI shows a negative
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correlation. Finally, my model f inds that a countr y’s
measure of political rights is positively correlated with a
state’s lagged net FDI inflow but statistically insignificant.
Again, it is important to note that my measure of political
rights judged stronger political rights as lesser values, so
this analysis therefore says that a country’s measure of
democracy is negatively correlated to its FDI inflow, albeit
insignificant 47.

4.6 Discussion of Empirical Results
As hypothesized, the model shows a clear difference
of effect to states’ FDI inf lows between losing indirect
expropriation ISDS cases and losing direct expropriation
ISDS cases. My findings reveal empirical support for my
hypothesis: states tend to lose more FDI inflow following
losses of indirect expropriation ISDS cases than after
losses of direct expropriation ISDS cases. The model shows
a negative relationship between a state’s net FDI inf low
and losses of both an indirect expropriation and direct
expropriation case, but the relationship is statistically
significant only for the losses of indirect expropriation
cases. Moreover, the model directly predicts that indirect
expropriation rulings harm a state’s FDI inflow much more
than direct expropriation rulings do.
This difference in significance levels falls in line with the
legal clarity component of my logic. BITs’ more explicit
definitions of direct expropriation afford a greater degree
of clarity for foreign investors to judge whether or not a
state violated its BIT obligations even before an ISDS ruling.
This follows the analysis of Kerner and Pelc (2019) which
found that states lose FDI following the initiation of direct
expropriation cases. States do not consistently see FDI loss
47 This finding may be best explained by Bak and Moon (2016), who assert that
authoritarian rulers encourage FDI as it helps insulate their political stability.
While it is beyond the scope of this paper, I encourage future inquiry into whether
foreign investors consider different types of cases differently for different regime
types.
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after losing direct expropriation cases, as those losses have
largely already occurred by the time a ruling is released.
This contrasts indirect expropriation cases for which I argue
that foreign investors do not have enough information
to react until the definitive decision of an arbitral body
against the state. In conclusion, states consistently lose FDI
following the loss of indirect expropriation cases because
this is when investors have the information necessary to
react. Conversely, these FDI losses already proceed the
rulings upon direct expropriation.
Another noticeable finding is that the negative coefficient
attached to the loss of an indirect expropriation case is
more than ten times that of direct expropriation cases. This
difference is especially pronounced in the visualization
of Table 2. This finding supports my argument that the
regulatory nature of indirect expropriation cases lends to a
broader scope of foreign investors reacting than do specific
seizures of direct expropriation cases. Logically, the more
foreign investors who react, the greater the loss of FDI
inflow for a state, which my model confirms.

4.7

Descriptive Examples

To illustrate this analysis with qualitative examples, I
compare two ISDS cases: ADC v. Hungary (2003), which
alleged the direct expropriation of an airport terminal, and
Yukos Universal v. Russia (2005), which alleged indirect
expropriation of a British oil company through tax law.
Precipitating A DC v. Hungar y (20 03) 4 8 , the Cy priot
company ADC Affiliate Limited had entered into a contract
with Hungary to build and operate two airport terminals
at Budapest-Feriheg y International Airport. However,
in December 2001, the Hungarian Minister of Transport
ordered all flight-related operations of the capital’s airport
to be taken under state control—including those of ADC.
Investors hardly needed an arbitral ruling to identif y
Hungary’s action as a direct expropriation, considering the
48 ADC Affiliate Limited and ADC & ADMC Management Limited v. Republic of
Hungary, ICSID Case No. ARB/03/16.
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government quite openly seized ownership of the airport
terminals. Nonetheless, this policy was of limited concern
to the majority of foreign investors, most of whom were
unaffected by the seizure. In fact, Hungary’s FDI inf low
continued to increase both after the case’s initiation and
ruling against the state. In light of the September 11 attacks
that year, the Hungarian government justified the takeover
with specific security concerns49, especially since the airport
was near the capital city of Budapest. That justification
narrowly limited the foreign investors concerned by the
case as most assets do not fall into the specific set of
circumstances that justified the seizure in question, and,
in turn, the case’s ruling was of little consequence for
Hungary’s FDI.
This contrasts with Yukos Universal v. Russia (2005) which
was ruled as indirect expropriation in 2014 by UNCITRAL50.
Prior to this case, Russia’s annual FDI had nearly doubled
between 2009 and 201351 . UNCITRAL’s Investment Policy
Hub describes the case as follows:
“Claims arising out of a series of actions 			
undertaken by the respondent against Yukos Oil 		
Company, including arrests, large tax
assessments and liens, and the auction of the main
Yukos facilities, among others, which allegedly led
to the bankruptcy of the company and eliminated
all value of claimant's shares in Yukos.52”
Following this case’s initiation in 2005, Russian FDI inflow
actually increased into 2006. However, the opposite
occurred after the case’s decision. Arbitrators ruled that
49 In fact, the December 2011 Report of the Council of Europe’s Committee on
Economic Affairs and Development gave a green light to such policies, remarking
“The rather draconian measures advocated in this report are likely to leave the
reader with an eerie sentiment that we are approaching a ‘Big Brother’ society. We
certainly are at airports. However, it must be remembered that this is a state of
affairs not of our choosing.” See Council of the European Union 2001.
50 Yukos Universal Unlimited (Isle of Man) v. The Russian Federation, UNCITRAL PCA Case No. AA 227.
51 “FDI Statistics.” UNCTAD.
52 Investment Dispute Settlement Navigator | UNCTAD Investment Policy Hub.
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the Russian Federation unfairly issued audits and fines that
forced the Yukos Oil Company into bankruptcy53 . Perhaps
more than any other policy area, tax policy—from payment
to compliance—affects just about any legitimate economic
activity54 . When ISDS verified that Russia abused a state
policy that could impact any foreign investment, that signal
of risk applied to the broad audience of investors who could
likewise be subject to the same abuses of the tax code.
Following this case’s decision, Russia’s 2015 FDI inflow fell
by 59% compared to 2014. 55,56

4.8 Robustness Check
Do my results bear out even under a different methodology?
To find out, I ran my variables through a Tobit panel
regression with a lower bound at 0. I did this because
negative values of net FDI inf low are not common, but,
when they do occur, they are rather large57. By censoring
these values, I ensure that they do not distort the regression
and that I am examining the effects under less-exceptional
circumstances.
Table 3 exhibits the results of this test. Rather than cast
doubt upon my argument, the robustness check actually
reveals convincing evidence for my hypothesis. Losses
53 Yukos Universal Unlimited (Isle of Man) v. The Russian Federation, UNCITRAL PCA Case No. AA 227. Further complicating matters in this case, assets
of Yukos Oil Company were quickly auctioned off to Gazprom and Rosneft, two
state-owned Russian oil companies.
54 See Artemenko, Aguezarova, and Porollo 2017.
55 “FDI Statistics.” UNCTAD.
56 It is difficult to completely isolate the cause of this drop in FDI, as Russia’s annexation of Crimea occurred in early 2014. However, I believe this case study still
holds illustrative value as the invasion preceded the Yukos Universal v. Russia and,
therefore, we can expect foreign investors to have reacted to the invasion before
they reacted to the case. This seems plausible, as Russia’s FDI inflow had fallen by
45% by the end of 2014 and fell another 59% by the end of 2015.
57 It is likely that such large drops of FDI are due to exceptional circumstances
that may be difficult to account for in a model. I therefore drop these so we can examine the relationship between ISDS rulings and states’ FDI under more ordinary
conditions.
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of indirect and direct expropriation cases retain their
negative relationships to net FDI inflow, but, whereas the

loss of a direct expropriation case becomes less significant,
the loss of an indirect expropriation case becomes even
more significant. Moreover, the loss of FDI associated
with losing an indirect expropriation case becomes even
more pronounced compared to in the linear-fixed effect
model, while drawing closer to zero for the loss of direct
expropriation.
TABLE 3: Tobit panel regression with lower bound at 0. The
effects of different ISDS losses on states’ net FDI inflows.

5

Limitations and Implications

I began this research with the simple question of why
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certain cases cause states to lose more FDI than others.
I argued that this inconsistency arises from the types of
cases. Specifically, that the loss of an indirect expropriation
causes a state to lose more FDI than the loss of a direct
expropriation case. Although statistical analysis and
real-world examples demonstrate strong evidence for
my hypothesis, my argument is limited because it only
considers cases that exclusively claim indirect or direct
expropriation. Unfortunately, my analysis does not explore
these dynamics under different types of complaints, such
as violations of umbrella clauses or minimum standard of
treatment.
Such a level of analysis may be tricky. The majority of ISDS
cases allege multiple breaches against a state, so it can
be difficult to isolate the effect of any one alleged breach
among multiple. However, I believe that my findings have
some level of generality, since the inclusion of either an
indirect expropriation or direct expropriation complaint
in any given case should influence its FDI cost in a similar
manner to my argument.
Another limitation present in my research may be the
types of investments a state can lose. Even if a state loses
on indirect expropriation, it is not always possible for
foreign investors to walk away, despite the risk conveyed. If
their assets involve substantial sunk costs, they may have
more to lose by withdrawing their investments58. As such,
states’ FDI loss may also be related to the liquidity of their
industries. Although this may keep foreign investors from
pulling out of a country, however, it is also entirely plausible
that an indirect expropriation ruling would more strongly
deter new investors from committing those sunk costs in
the future 59 . While future research should examine the
costs of being brought before ISDS arbitration at a higher
level of granularity, my findings introduce several important
implications for policymakers.
First, the cost of an indirect expropriation ISDS case does
58 Crasnic, Kalyanpur, and Newman 2016.
59 Zeelenberg and Van Dijk 1997.
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not only come down to lawyers and legwork. If a state loses
a case, it can cost them their reputations with many foreign
investors. However, it is unclear whether policymakers
realize this. Studies such as Van Harten and Scott (2015)
suggest that policymakers are more focused on the legal
costs of arbitration than how investors will interpret a loss60.
Also, past studies—which do not consider cases’ rulings—
such as Kerner and Pelc (2019), may mislead policymakers
by suggesting that indirect expropriation cases do not harm
states’ FDI. However, if indirect expropriation cases are
indeed ruled in favor of the claimant, my analysis shows
that the cost is real and considerable. By following the
existing literature and disregarding the costs of indirect
expropriation claims, states may find themselves facing
adverse rulings that damage their reputation with foreign
investors.
Second, if states consider the FDI cost of losing indirect
expropriation ISDS cases, it adds another layer to the
existing literature regarding regulatory chill. As explained
earlier, past literature suggests that policymakers are not
always sure whether new regulation may be considered
indirect expropriation. Policymakers must weigh the
regulation’s benefit against any costs of it attracting ISDS
claims 61. Existing literature has largely ignored FDI in this
cost calculation. However, since these regulatory measures
are often the target of allegations for indirect expropriation
allegations, my argument presents an additional FDI cost
for states to evaluate when considering regulatory behavior.
Factoring in this additional and considerable potential
cost of FDI, policymakers may find that the risk of new
regulation outweighs its benefits and accordingly fail to
implement it. While my first implication is that states who
disregard this cost may mistakenly damage their credibility
with foreign investors, my second implication is that
considering these costs intensifies ISDS regulatory chill62.
60 See Van Harten and Scott 2016 and Tienhaara 2017.
61 Bonnitcha 2016. See the chapter on regulatory chill and its causes on pages 113
to 132, which does an excellent job of describing these considerations.
62 Concern over regulatory chill is not limited to academic circles. While it was
still under consideration, the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership
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However, states’ resources are also limited, leading authors
to point out where states simply give up in ISDS arbitration
unable to muster the legal leg work. Nonetheless, my
research shows that waving the white f lag and accepting
the loss of an indirect expropriation case has its own
considerable FDI cost. W hile legal expenses can be
substantial in the moment, it can take years for a state
to rebuild its credibility with investors 63 . Therefore, if
policymakers want to contain the ultimate damage done
by an ISDS case, they may consider dedicating even more
resources to fighting indirect expropriation allegations.
If an indirect expropriation loss is indeed inevitable,
states should at least play damage control and mitigate
foreign investors’ fears of regulatory risk by reducing other
regulatory barriers or justifying the regulations in question.
Third, the lesser FDI loss for direct expropriation suggests
an opportunity for states to exercise more unilateral
discretion towards ISDS r ulings. Because the range
of concerned investors is small, the losses of FDI may
altogether be less than the sizable damages an arbitral body
orders a state to pay. Hence, while complying with an ISDS
ruling may help ease the concern amongst these investors,
if the awarded damages are greater than the FDI that would
be deterred from this narrow scope investors, a state can
plausibly choose the lesser of two evils and refuse to pay
damages. This unilateral capacity already has precedent
in the Rosatti Doctrine of Argentina, which states that
international rulings (such as ISDS) are subject to the
review of national courts64. Continuing with the Argentine
example, since states face a more narrow audience of
investors in direct expropriation rulings, national courts
could overrule direct expropriation cases—and hence
(TTIP) faced open public protest in Germany, in part motivated by concerns
over the fear that ISDS provisions would curtail regulatory sovereignty. See The
Guardian 2016. Likewise, United States Senator Elizabeth Warren chided the
agreement’s inclusion of ISDS, writing “it would undermine U.S. sovereignty.” See
Warren 2016.
63 Santiso 2004.
64 Gómez 2011.
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avoid paying ruling’s damages—with considerably less
consequence than in indirect expropriation cases.

6

Conclusion

Far from being written off, indirect expropriation ISDS
cases have considerable consequences for policymakers
to consider. I argued that indirect expropriation losses
concern more foreign investors and reveal more actionable
information than do direct expropriation losses, provoking
more FDI loss for the respondent state. My hypothesis is
confirmed by empirical analysis which confirms that losses
of indirect expropriation cases are notably more daunting
to foreign investment than losses of direct expropriation
cases. As governments endeavor to strike a balance between
attracting foreign investors and crafting effective public
policy, they must be mindful of the costs associated with
breaking their BIT obligations. There is a particular risk
present in indirect expropriation cases, and it deserves to be
directly stated.
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Abstract
This paper addresses the determinants of health status
outcomes and inequalities within the European Union. In
the aftermath of the Coronavirus pandemic, a population’s
health status has become of even greater importance to
policymakers, and the necessity of further study into the
determinants of health status outcomes and inequalities
has thus become evident. An aggregate health production
function is considered here for the 28 European Union
member countries and for a sample of 12 non-European
nations for comparative purposes. Various methodologies
are used to mitigate potential issues of heterogeneity and
endogeneity, including panel data, instrumental variables,
and non-parametric regression. Whilst acknowledging the
important limitations with the available data, particularly
when drawing conclusions in the aftermath of the Covid-19
pandemic, our results find that risk factors, access to care,
and healthcare resources are all statistically significant
factors in determining health status outcomes in the
European Union. These findings are pleasingly robust
to different proxy measures for health status being used
which allow for greater focus on more qualitative aspects
of health status.
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1

Introduction

The health status of a population represents a complex and
multifaceted blanket term that can be measured by a wide
range of factors, including life expectancy, mortality rates,
morbidity from specific diseases, and quality of life (National
Center for Health Statistics, 2017).
Consequently, we define health status outcomes as a measure
of the change in the health status of an individual or group
that can be attributed to an intervention, noting that health
status in and of itself is a multidimensional concept, and
thus, a difficult issue to pin down. Even prior to the current
Coronavirus pandemic, health status outcomes have become
increasingly important as one of the major concerns amongst
policymakers in developed countries in recent years. This is
reflected by the fact that expenditure on health care accounted
for 9.6% of GDP in the EU as a whole in 2017, up from 8.8%
in 2007 (OECD, 2019). With the continued spread of the
Coronavirus pandemic, this trend will likely only continue
and even accelerate.
As a policy issue, health status outcomes and health
inequalities are becoming increasingly complex, and the
additional catalyst of Covid-19 has only made this all the
more evident. Mental health issues have started to play an
increasingly important role, with the total cost of mental illhealth estimated at over 4% of GDP across the 28 European
Union member states (OECD, 2019). Issues of inefficiency and
waste have further come to light, with the OECD estimating
that up to 20% of health expenditure in the EU is wasteful
and could be reallocated to better uses. The issue of health
inequality is arguably more prevalent than ever before, with
the Coronavirus pandemic making only too evident the
way socioeconomic status and individual health outcomes
interact.
In the aftermath of the Coronavirus pandemic, further analysis
of the determinants of both health status outcomes and health
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inequality is of the utmost importance to policymakers. At
this current moment, there is little data on the impact of the
Coronavirus on health status variables such as life expectancy,
predicted years of life lost, or self-reported health measures.
Thus, to have any hope of using rigorous statistical analysis
to draw inferences for policymaking in this time of truly
unprecedented crisis, we must turn to the historical data.
This paper therefore looks to make a unique contribution
to the existing body of literature on the determinants of
health status by considering a more comprehensive model
than previous contributions in this area, using an enhanced
database collated from a variety of reputable sources, and
synthesising this with a rigorous analysis of the determinants
of health status differentials and health inequality across the
European Union member states.

1.1

Theoretical Underpinnings

From a purely economic and theoretical perspective, health
status of a population is of interest to policymakers as a
determinant of human capital, and thereby, the rate of
economic growth, as depicted in the Augmented Solow model
(Mankiw et al, 1992). We follow Barro (1997) in formulating
this neoclassical growth model in the following general
form:

where denotes the growth rate, the current level of
output, and
the steady-state level of output, all in terms
of effective workers.
The growth rate of output correlates negatively to the current
level of output since we assume decreasing marginal returns
to capital per effective worker. On the other hand, growth
correlates positively to the steady-state level of output, which
in turn is determined by factors that are a function of health
status, such as the quantity and quality of the labour supply,
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the rate of fertility, and the savings rate (Barro, 1997). Better
health improves productivity and increases labour quality,
as well as creating the incentive to supply a higher quantity
of labour. Therefore, through affecting both the quality and
quantity of labour supplied, health status is a determinant
of the growth rate of an economy. Thus, from an economic
theory perspective, understanding the factors that determine
health status is crucial for enabling policymakers to formulate
policies that encourage consistent economic growth. This
comprises one of the principal motivations behind a desire to
understand health status determinants.
This theoretical perspective fails to account for the social
and moral considerations as to why the health status of
a population is important for policymakers. However, all
of these motivations, be they economic, social, or moral
considerations, have only become all the more powerful in
light of the Coronavirus pandemic we are currently facing.
This paper thus aims to offer further illumination on the
determinants of health status outcomes and inequalities
within the European Union in order to draw policy inferences
as to where the most effective and targeted response should be
directed in order to have the maximum impact in combating
the current pandemic.

1.2

Literature Review

A plethora of literature has been written on the determinants
of health status outcomes across both Europe and the
OECD using a wide range of data sources, however, few of
them consider as broad a range of health care factors as we
aim to analyse here. Early literature tended to focus heavily
on a health production function approach, with health
expenditure and health resources being the principal variables
of interest. Over time, the important role of risk factors was
also recognised, and a broad consensus on the inputs into this
health production function was reached, namely health care
resources per capita, a vector of life-style factors, and a vector
of socio-economic factors. However, within these categories,
there is further debate regarding the specific inputs into
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the production function, and few works consider a truly
comprehensive model, often preferring to focus on a smaller
selection of variables for brevity. Horrace, Shaw and Vogel
(2005) found pharmaceutical expenditure per capita, the
population’s age distribution and risk factors such as alcohol
consumption per capita and a population’s obesity rate all
to be significant causal factors affecting health status. Pocas
and Soukiazis’ (2011) analysis placed a greater weight on risk
factors and socioeconomic factors, concluding that income
per capita, education, healthcare resources per capita, and a
vector of risk factors were all significant determinants.
More recently, the literature in this area has begun to move
towards methods of analysis which account for efficiency
considerations. Additionally, given the rising issues of
inefficiency and wasted health care resources in health
systems in many developed nations, data envelopment
analysis (DEA) has proved to be especially popular. Joumard et
al. (2008) used data envelopment analysis in conjunction with
a panel regression approach and found that both methods
consistently suggested that population health status could
be greatly improved in most OECD countries, whilst keeping
health care inputs constant. Joumard’s DEA results suggested
that potential efficiency gains in the health care sector might
be large enough to raise life expectancy at birth by 2 years
on average across the OECD, whilst her panel regression
analysis suggested that risk factors have the most statistically
significant impact on life expectancy (as a proxy measure for
health status), as well as socioeconomic variables, such as
education and income per capita.
The more recent work of Antunes, Pocas, and Soukiazis
(2020) concluded that per capita income, education levels,
risk factors and medical staff per capita (a proxy for healthcare
resources) were all significant determinants. Despite being
arguably the most comprehensive work to date in this area,
this paper continues the trend in the literature of taking a very
broad overview approach towards healthcare resources. This
paper aims to take a more in-depth approach by considering
variables proxying availability and accessibility of care, quality
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of care, and quantity of health care resources, and thus, offer
a unique contribution to the existing literature in this regard.
However, even when considering more recent contributions,
much of the existing literature can be criticised for an
excessive focus on quantitative aspects of health status,
using conventional health proxies such as mortality rates or
life expectancy. It is evident why this is the case, given the
increased availability and quality of data for these measures
relative to measures of the more qualitative aspects of health
status. However, this excessive focus on “living longer” rather
than “living better” has meant many works fail to capture the
multidimensionality of health status and the importance of
quality of life factors. This paper will therefore aim to consider
both quantitative and qualitative measures of health status,
in the hopes of fully capturing the many multifaceted aspects
of a population’s health status, and again offering a unique
contribution to the academic discussion on this issue.

2

Method

2.1

Data

Data were collected for all 28 European Union member states
from 1980-2018 and for 12 OECD countries that were not
European Union members for comparative purposes. The year
1980 was chosen as a starting point for our data for several
reasons. Firstly, the 1980s are generally considered to mark
a turning point of the rightwards movement of the median
voter in most developed countries, and the accompanying
move in policy. Although there have been movements along
the political spectrum since then, this was arguably the most
recent significant swing and as such, it is hoped that attitudes
towards health policy will have remained broadly consistent
throughout. Secondly, of course, for some of the less developed
nations in the European Union, data collection prior to 1980
proved to be quite difficult and the quality of the data could
not be ensured.
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Initial data collection came from the OECD Health Statistics
Database 2019; however, a significant challenge was securing
data for non-OECD countries that were EU members. This data
was principally obtained from Eurostat, the World Bank Data
Bank, and the World Health Organisation’s European Health
Information Gateway. Some data had to be scaled to ensure
that data from different databases were consistent, however,
during this process care was given to maintain data integrity.
All currency values were measured in real terms with constant
purchasing power parities (PPP), using the OECD base year.
In all cases, except for our self-reported dependent variables,
measures other than self-reported values were used to avoid
attenuation bias due to measurement error (Wooldridge,
2009).
The results of the Variance Inflation Factor test on initial
regressions showed that collinearity was an issue, with some
variables having VIF values far exceeding 10. Thus, it was
determined that further data collection should be undertaken
to mitigate this. Subsequently, further data were collected
from the United Nations’ Statistics Division, the World Health
Organisation, the World Bank and Eurostat. Finally, access
was obtained to the Survey of Health, Aging and Retirement in
Europe (SHARE) database, which proved to be an invaluable
source of additional data for this project.
However, even after further data collection, there remained
the issue of missing data. Given that this was the case for the
non-OECD countries that were EU members, it is possible
that bias in our results could have arisen from systematic
missing data. This would be the case if the probability of the
data being missing was related to the values the data take and
would imply that the Gauss-Markov assumption of random
sampling was violated. Given the potential for bias here,
multiple imputation using multivariate normal regression
patterns was used to accommodate arbitrary missing values as
a means of mitigating the missing data problem. Throughout
this, care was given to maintain data integrity
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2.2

Model Specification

We take a similar approach to that of Joumard et al. (2008)
in formulating our model. However, we develop this by
including additional regressors of interest. Our model is
thus:

Here (
) is a measure of the population health status in
country i at period t, alternatively:
•

Life expectancy at birth (LE): this summarises the
mortality pattern that prevails across all age groups
of a population.

•

Potential years of life lost (PYLL): a measure of the
years of life lost in a population due to premature
deaths. Based on the assumption that the average
age of death is 75, this measure gives greater weight
to deaths at younger age and less weight to deaths at
older age.

•

Percentage of population that considers themselves
to be in good health (Good)

There are different measures of population health status, a
more in-depth or philosophical discussion of which is beyond
the scope of this paper. However, we feel that by considering
each of these measures, which cover both quantitative and
qualitative aspects of health status outcomes, we will be able
to gain a sufficiently in-depth picture of health status and
the multidimensionality of the associated issues to draw
conclusions regarding its determinants and make inferences
for policy implications from these results.
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Stepwise regression using backwards selection and rejecting
variables that are insignificant at a 15% significance level (we
allow some flexibility with the convention of 10% here due
to the endogeneity that we believe likely to be present in our
model) was used on the variables for which data were collected.
However, in order to ensure a parsimonious model, the author
chose to select the most relevant of these variables to include
in the analysis. This could have potentially introduced omitted
variable bias into the regression, though in our later models,
we take steps to deal with the issues that may arise from this
choice.
Following the convention in the literature, all variables are
in logarithmic form. Other variations of this functional form
such as level-level, log-level or having the variables which are
measured in years or percentages in level form (as is convention)
and all others in logarithmic form were considered alongside
the conventional approach of logarithmic form. Pleasingly,
our results were robust to these different functional forms,
thereby affording us greater confidence in our conclusions.
Thus, as this log-log approximation allows the interpretation
of results in terms of elasticity and also increases the normality
of the distribution of the residuals, we continue to use this
form throughout our analysis.

2.3

Econometric Methodology

Initial pooled OLS regressions give reasonably high R-squared
values, indicating that our model is appropriate in terms of
its explanatory power for health status outcomes. Following
additional data collection, we find that no variable has a VIF
value that exceeds 5.96 and thus, we conclude that collinearity
is no longer a problem. Using Ramsey’s RESET test, we see that
a linear functional form is not appropriate and that higherorder terms could potentially better account for nonlinearities
in the population regression function. A few variations of the
model were considered with higher-order terms of variables
that would intuitively be most likely to exhibit diminishing
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marginal returns, however, Ramsey’s RESET test still indicated
that our model had omitted variables (indeed, this is the case
even when we include all the variables indicated as appropriate
by our earlier stepwise regression). Thus, for brevity we do not
pursue this possibility further. Both the Breusch-Pagan test
and the White test indicate that heteroscedasticity is present.
Hence, we use White’s robust standard errors throughout.
To deal with unobserved heterogeneity amongst European
Union member countries, we take a panel data approach. This
allows us to account for unobserved, time-constant factors
that affect ln(HS). If the unobserved effect is correlated with
the idiosyncratic error, then pooled OLS will suffer from
heterogeneity bias. Thus, a panel data approach is needed.
The Hausman specification test indicates that the fixed effects
(FE) method is preferred. This is consistent with the prevailing
approach in the literature. Under the FE assumptions, the FE
estimator is unbiased. However, these assumptions may not
hold, and hence, whilst the FE approach represents a useful
starting point with panel data, we must develop this further.
When we conduct Wooldridge’s test for serial correlation, the
null hypothesis of no first-order autocorrelation is soundly
rejected. Thus, the assumption that the idiosyncratic errors
are serially uncorrelated across t does not hold. We therefore
use the FGLS method with panel data to correct for panel
specific AR (1) serial correlation. However, FGLS is only a valid
method of estimation if we have strictly exogenous regressors.
As we judge that endogeneity is likely to be an issue within our
model, further analysis is necessary.
Three causes of endogeneity potentially affect our model.
Omitted variable bias is likely due to the variables we omitted
from those selected by stepwise regression. Measurement
error is also a possibility, given the nature of some of our
variables and the difficulty of collecting this data. However,
the principal cause of endogeneity is likely simultaneity.
Both ln(GDP) and ln(Educ) exhibit a bi-directional causal
relationship with ln(HS). A wealthier country is able to spend
more on health care and thus improve health status, whilst a
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healthier population is more likely to work productively and
thus benefit from efficiency wages and economic growth in
the form of higher income. The same is true for education:
a more highly educated country can make more informed
decisions pertaining to behaviours that affect health status,
whilst a healthier population is able to obtain more education.
Thus, our model will suffer from simultaneity bias. To deal
with this, we employ an instrumental variable approach, both
in the pooled cross-sectional and panel dimensions. In order
for an instrument to be valid, it of course must satisfy both the
relevance condition and the exclusion condition.
ln(Educ) is instrumented by compulsory years of education,
ln(CompEd). Compulsory education is likely correlated
with the years of education actually consumed in a country,
and there is no a priori reason to believe there is also a bidirectional causal relationship with health status here.
Alternatively, ln(GDP) is instrumented by tourism receipts,
ln(Tour), since tourism directly affects income, as an activity
that works to stimulate the economy, and thus will be
correlated with income. However, as this activity is mostly
coming from those who are not citizens of that country, there
is again no a priori reason to assume the exclusion condition
does not hold. The Durbin-Wu-Hausman test for endogeneity
shows that both ln(Educ) and ln(GDP) were endogenous at a
5% significance level. Furthermore, for the European Union
member countries, both instruments passed the Sagan/WuHausman test of exogeneity and the Crag-Donald test of
instrument strength when compared with Stock-Yogo critical
values. We thus proceed to use these instruments as a means
of dealing with endogeneity.
However, even when we run instrumental variable regressions,
serial correlation of the error term is not adjusted for. Hence,
we cannot state with confidence that the Classical Linear
Regression Model (CLRM) assumptions hold. For this reason,
we also included a non-parametric regression approach in our
analysis. This effectively relaxes the assumption of linearity
and substitutes it for the weaker assumption of a smooth
population regression function f(X), where X is a vector of
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regressors. Consequently, we no longer need to assume that
the CLRM assumptions hold in order for our analysis to be
valid. We use non-parametric local-linear Kernel regression
with improved AIC to compute the optimal bandwidth. As
we are making no assumptions about the functional form of
our model here, this offers an interesting alternative means of
estimation.
The above process was also followed for our non-European
Union countries. However, collinearity remains a problem
in the comparative non-European Union model, even after
further data collection. This could impact the significance on
our results, and thus conclusions must be drawn tentatively.
Furthermore, our instruments fail the Sagan/Wu-Hausman
test of exogeneity. Although we continue to use them for
comparative purposes, we note that this could potentially
introduce a further source of bias into our results.

3

Results
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3.1

Interpretation

For the EU model, considering life expectancy as our proxy
for health status, it is notable that ln(HEx) has significant
explanatory power at the 5% level in all model specifications,
with the estimated coefficient lying in the range (0.0000226
, 0.000498). Thus, we can interpret this as an elasticity using
the approximation:
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This implies that, ceteris paribus, an increase in health
expenditure per capita of $100 (PPP) would increase life
expectancy in that country by between 0.226% and 0.498%.
From this, we can see that health expenditure has a significant
positive effect on life expectancy, as we would intuitively
expect, given that increased health expenditure can improve
both the quality and availability of care. Our other variables
that are proxies for healthcare resources also have the expected
positive signs and are significant at a 1% level once endogeneity
and heterogeneity are taken into account in our later models.
Our risk factor variables are shown to have significant
explanatory power at the 10% level in most of our models.
In particular, ln(Drink) is significant in all models, with a
coefficient lying in the interval (-0.01 , -0.0325). This implies
that, holding all other factors constant, increasing the litres
of alcohol consumed per capita by one litre would lead to a
decrease in life expectancy of between 1% and 3.25%. Given
that life expectancy is a variable which does not vary greatly
over time, issues with our model may mean that this is an
overestimate of the true effect of alcohol consumption. In the
case of the European Union, we can see that the coefficients
on all risk factor variables have the expected signs in all
models and, with the exception of ln(Pol), are significant in
later models, suggesting that these risk factors have a negative
impact on life expectancy.
ln(Stay) is the only quality of care variable that is significant
in our parametric model specifications. The coefficient is
negative as expected and, in all models except our initial
pooled OLS, is significant at a 5% level. We therefore conclude
that if a shorter average stay indicates better quality of care,
then quality of care has a positive effect on longevity.
ln(OOP) is one of our proxy variables for access to care,
with the idea that the financial burden of out-of-pocket
expenditure on healthcare can limit access to care and suggest
limited healthcare coverage. In all models where out-of-pocket
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expenditure is significant, we have the expected negative
coefficient, suggesting that reduced access to healthcare
decreases life expectancy. Our other proxy for access to care,
ln(CT) exhibits the expected positive sign also, suggesting
that countries which are able to provide greater access to
diagnostic exams have longer life expectancy.
Of particular interest amongst our control variables is ln(Educ)
and ln(GDP), however we can make no inferences here
except in the case of the later models using an instrumental
variable approach, as in earlier models the coefficients on
these variables will be biased due to endogeneity. We can
see that ln(GDP) is significant in both models once we have
corrected for this endogeneity, and ln(Educ) is significant in
(5), both at a 1% significance level. Furthermore, we can see
that once we have corrected for endogeneity, the coefficients
on both variables are revised upwards, suggesting that the
previous estimates of the effects of education and income
on life expectancy were underestimated. Our other control
variables representing socio-economic factors all exhibit the
expected coefficient signs when we have significant results,
and in particular are significant in the later models.
Given the violations of the CLRM assumptions even in our
later models, the results of our non-parametric regression are
of particular interest. Although non-parametric regression
will logically be less efficient than parametric regression,
non-parametric regression yields estimate that are consistent
even when the CLRM assumptions do not hold. Our results
indicate the ceteris paribus average marginal effect of each
variable on the mean value of life expectancy conditional on
our regressors. Thus, from this we can see that the average
marginal effect of each of our main regressors has the expected
sign and is significant at a 5% level based on bootstrap
standard errors. These ceteris paribus average marginal
effects inform us as to the effect of infinitesimal changes in
our regressors on life expectancy. It is encouraging to see that
our results from the non-parametric model are not dissimilar
to those from our parametric regressions; this speaks well to
the validity of our estimates. An additional advantage of non-
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parametric regression is that it is robust to functional form
misspecification, which we previously saw to be an issue with
our parametric models.

3.2

Further Analysis and Discussion

The aim of our analysis was to consider particularly the role
of risk factors, quality of care, access to care, and healthcare
resources in determining health-status outcomes. We thus
perform F-tests for the joint significance of of the variables in
these categories (Table 2).
We find that our risk factor variables are jointly significant at
a 5% level in all parametric model specifications above. Our
access to care variables are jointly significant at a 10% level
in all parametric specifications above, as are our proxies for
healthcare resources. However, in (2), (3), and (4), our quality
of care variables are not jointly significant at a 10% significance
level. This surprisingly indicates that potentially quality of
care does not play a significant role in determining health
status outcomes, or at the very least that it is less important
than risk factors, access to care and healthcare resources.
We now turn the focus of our analysis towards the determinants
of health status inequalities across the European Union, using
Or’s (2000) equation to estimate the effect of individual
variables on cross-country differentials in health status
outcomes. Using the following equation, we obtain the results
in Table 7 using Germany (as arguably the most developed
economy in the European Union) as our reference country
throughout:

where
is the percentage-point contribution of variable
to the log percentage difference in health status for country i
and Germany in period t.
Table 6 demonstrates the relative contribution of different
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variables to cross-country health status differentials,
showing risk factors (ln(Smok), ln(Drink), and ln(Obes)
to be of particular importance in this. This is consistent
with Or (2000) and our own earlier results. We can also see
that ln(Stay) plays an important role in determining crosscountry health status differentials, whilst our access to care
variables and ln(Phys) appear to play a comparatively smaller
role. Interestingly, ln(Grad) seems to make the greatest
contribution here, however, this is likely skewed since several
southern and eastern European nations are known to produce
many medical graduates but export them elsewhere. Thus,
we take this result with caution. It is also worth noting that
the residual component of our analysis is relatively large,
and as such we can infer that other factors are important in
determining health status inequalities across the European
Union. It is likely that socioeconomic factors would be of
particular importance in determining this residual, suggesting
that although risk factors and both quality and access to care
are notable in determining health inequalities, policymakers
might also need to turn their attention elsewhere in the aim of
reducing health inequalities in the European Union.
The results of our analysis for non-European countries,
presented in Table 3, may at first glance seem not dissimilar
to the results of our analysis with European Union member
states (Table 2). Indeed, the significant coefficients can be
interpreted in much the same way and the results do not
seem to be notably different, particularly for the later models.
However, the Chow test (robust to heteroscedasticity) for
differences in population regression functions across groups
yields a test statistic of F(17, 1378) = 70.14 ( p-value = 0.000).
Thus, we interpret this as evidence that our non-European
comparator countries follow a different population regression
function to European countries. This is corroborated when
we include a dummy variable for EU membership and the
according interaction terms in our regression and find the
coefficients to be jointly significant. This indicates that further
separate research is needed on the determinants of health
status outcomes in non-European OECD countries.
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3.3

Limitations and Further Research

Although our results are pleasingly robust to different
dependent variables, which incorporate both quantitative
and qualitative aspects of health status, it is worth noting that
there are, of course, several limitations to our analysis that
must be accounted for and considered when interpreting the
results. Although our results conform well with the expected
intuition and the general consensus in the literature, there
are several potential sources of bias in our model that must
be noted. Thus, our results must be interpreted with some
degree of caution, particularly when drawing inferences for
policymakers.
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Firstly, we have the issue of missing data, which was
particularly felt for the non-European model and models with
ln(PYLL) and ln(Good) as the dependent variable. However, it
posed a problem for our European Union model too. The use
of multiple imputation mitigated this by randomly drawing
imputations from a distribution of imputations constructed
from regression analysis and introducing error variances to
each imputation. However, this was based on the assumption
that data is missing at random, and as we previously discussed,
this may not be the case here. Thus, it is an imperfect solution
at best. Further research might be able to take advantage
of patient registries collated by the European Medicines
Agency, which is currently an on-going process, as well as
making greater use of individual countries’ national statistics
databases.
There are also potential issues with our methodology that
might be explored by further research, namely the choice
to use a fixed effects approach in our panel data regression.
Serial correlation in the error term indicates that we should
perhaps use the first-differences estimator rather than fixed
effects estimation, as does the fact that t is large. Inference
from fixed effects estimation is very sensitive to violations
of our fixed effects assumptions, particularly nonnormality,
heteroscedasticity and serial correlation in the idiosyncratic
errors. However, there could potentially be feedback between
our error term and future outcomes of our explanatory
variables, causing the fixed effects estimator to have
substantially less bias than the first-differences estimator.
Although we chose to prioritise the unbiasedness of our
estimator and therefore went with a fixed effects approach,
further research might want to conduct a sensitivity analysis
using both of these methods.
It is worth noting that our instrumental variable approach
also faced some limitations. Our results in these regressions
were vastly sensitive to our choice of instrument. As such, the
results of our sensitivity analysis using alternative instruments
varied. This was also noted to be an issue by Joumard et al.
(2008). Further research might therefore wish to spend more
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time on this, in particular focusing on finding an instrument
that would be valid both for the European Union model and
for comparator non-EU countries.
Finally, our analysis offers a unique contribution, in that it
synthesises the inputs of the health production function
used in previous literature to formulate a comprehensive
model and runs the analysis on more qualitative measures of
health status. However, the lack of consideration of efficiency
issues does represent an important gap that further research
should endeavour to investigate. Our analysis gives little
consideration to the importance of the efficiency of healthcare
systems, and the differentials in health status arising from this
across countries. The OECD (2019) identifies the efficiency
and fiscal sustainability of healthcare systems as one of the
important determinants of health status outcomes. Further
research might wish to employ a data envelopment analysis
approach, assuming an output orientated model and variable
returns to scale (VRS) using our regressors as inputs and one of
our health status proxies as an output to allow us to assess the
healthcare production efficiency of different European Union
countries and the value for money of healthcare expenditure
across Europe.

4

Conclusions

4.1

Critical Factors

This paper uses various methodologies, including a panel
data approach, instrumental variables, and non-parametric
regression, to analyse and estimate the impact of causal factors
in determining health status outcomes. The conclusions of
this paper stand broadly in line with the overall consensus that
currently prevails in the literature on this issue. However, this
paper brings a unique perspective to the debate by including
a more comprehensive model with greater focus on both
the more qualitative proxy measure for health status and on
analysing the factors determining health status inequalities.
With the current Coronavirus pandemic, understanding the
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determinants of health status outcomes and inequalities has
never been more crucial, and as such this paper hopes to have
made a valuable contribution to an important area of analysis.

Despite its limitations, our analysis offers many insights. We
can see that risk factors, access to care and healthcare resources
are all significant determinants of health status outcomes and
have explanatory power in terms of cross-country differentials
within the European Union. However, quality of care is
interestingly not shown to be significant in this context. This
is possibly due to the difficulty of finding a proxy variable
which can truly capture quality of care, and the data issues
this entails. The important role of risk factors and healthcare
resources is broadly consistent with the prevailing consensus
in the literature. Although our analysis principally focuses on
life expectancy, due to the availability of data, these results are
also pleasingly robust to different measures of health status
being used (namely measures of the more qualitative aspects).
This can be seen from our analysis with predicted years of life
lost and self-rated health. Furthermore, we see that although
the population regression function for non-European Union
countries is distinct from that of the European Union nations,
many of the same variables are significant across different
estimation methods for both models.

4.2

Policy Implications

On the basis of our analysis, we propose the following policy
recommendations. At a high level, to generate an overall
improvement in health status in the European Union,
policies should be mostly directed to alter unhealthy lifestyle
choices through a combination of taxation, better education,
and information distribution regarding these risk factors,
leading to increased health literacy. Furthermore, policies
that improve the overall level of education like investment
in the education system or introducing new educational
innovations, such as the rise of the Degree Apprenticeship,
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could be an effective manner in which to proceed. Traditional
macroeconomic policies of expansionary monetary and
fiscal policy might also prove to be successful in affecting
health status outcomes via their effect on income per capita.
Furthermore, greater expenditure and investment in health
care is strongly supported by our analysis as a policy to
improve overall health status in the European Union, given
that it is significant in increasing life expectancy in all of our
model specifications for the EU.
Importantly, however, when considering each of these policies
as potential routes for improving health status outcomes, one
must also consider the marginal cost and benefit of each. In
today’s difficult climate, it is essential that policymakers are
able to ensure value for money from their policy decisions. As
such, this might support the implementation of policies such
as greater investment in education, given the likely positive
multiplier effects of this throughout the economy as the policy
comes to fruition. Equally, given the long-time lag before any
benefits to a policy like this is seen, one might alternatively
consider the benefits of greater investment and expenditure
on health care as a shorter-term solution. Ultimately, each
country within the EU is in itself a heterogeneous entity, and as
such, the most effective policy response will vary throughout.
Our paper hopes to have offered some illumination on
which policies have the potential to be most effective, but
each country will have unique considerations that must be
accounted for, even more so in light of the current Covid-19
situation. There can be no “one size fits all” approach to
policymaking in this regard.
As we have heard so often over the past few months, the
Covid-19 pandemic has both discriminated based on and
further exacerbated existing socioeconomic inequalities, and
this is of course particularly the case with health inequalities.
Thus, policymaking implications that can be drawn regarding
health inequalities are arguably of greater importance than
ever before. Our results, and the trends observed more
recently throughout the Covid-19 pandemic, suggest that
policy responses concerned with population groups that are
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at high risk of experiencing poorer health is hugely important
in reducing cross-country inequalities in
healthcare
outcomes in the EU. To take just one example, consider
the EU’s current framework for national Roma integration
strategies. Furthermore, increased healthcare expenditure
and investment both in healthcare resources and the creation
of opportunities for medical professionals in less developed
European Union member states is of great importance in order
to discourage the exodus of medical graduates from these
nations that has been observed in recent years. Regarding
policymaking to combat health inequalities in particular, Data
Envelopment Analysis would certainly be useful in allowing us
to determine which countries are producing at the production
frontier. From this, we may deduce which countries might
benefit most from policies to improve the efficiency of their
healthcare production, i.e., increased innovation and use of
technological developments. Going forward, it is hoped that
this will be an area further research might choose to focus on.

5
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Abstract
I examine the demand patterns of New York City’s water
system among individuals living in New York City Housing
Authority developments. These are low-income households
throughout New York City’s five boroughs. Given the financial costs of the water delivery system to residents in New
York and the pollution caused by this system, there are social,
financial, and environmental incentives to examine the
demand that drives it. I, therefore, look at whether building level variables as a whole have a statistically significant
impact on water consumption, and which specific variables
are significant. Using data from New York Open Data, I conduct a four-layered regression, layering variables by relevant
category, to determine whether there is a relationship. At the
1% level I find four variables with a robust and significant
relationship: a Seniors home building will use more water;
a building with greater density uses more water per person;
increased distance from the building to public infrastructure
leads to more water consumption; the borough in which the
building is located has significant results in differing directions, depending on the borough. From these results I am
able to determine that there are significant building level
variables, and I find areas for further research to elaborate on
the results.
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1

Introduction To Topic

New York City (NYC) is one of the most well-known and
impressive cities in the world. With well over 9 million
inhabitants, the city is densely populated and, therefore,
has tremendous demands on its infrastructure (City
Planning, 2013). Perhaps its most important infrastructure,
as without it all inhabitants would perish, is the system to
deliver clean drinking water to every household. Without
its state of the art water supply system New York City as it is
today would not be possible (NYT, 2014).
New York has a unique water supply amongst North
American Cities for many reasons. Its current system is over
a century old, yet it remains an engineering marvel. It relies
solely on the power of gravity to get water from the Catskills
and Delaware reservoirs nearly 150 kilometres down to the
city of New York (Rueb, 2016). This means every building
under six stories tall will have water naturally flow up into
their faucets without a pump (Runyeon and Schwarzer,
2014). Taller buildings generally use water towers (Runyeon
and Schwarzer, 2014). The system is also renowned for
its cleanliness. New York is one of only five US cities to
have a mostly unfiltered water supply (Hu, 2018). About
90% of NYC’s water is unfiltered (Hu, 2018). This feat was
considered so impressive that many engineers fought for
the acclamation of having been the inventor (Koeppel,
2001, p.285).
This system, while impressive, is also expensive. The city’s
US$1 billion 2018 pledge to protect “the nation’s largest
municipal water system” demonstrates the cost borne by
the city (Hu, 2018; Hill, 2018). Prior to that investment, the
city spent over US$1.7 billion since the 1990s to protect its
unfiltered water supply (Hu, 2018). Both these investments
would be a drop in the bucket, however, if the worst
case scenario occurs: rising demand outpaces what the
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unfiltered reservoirs can provide, and climate change leads
to increased turbidity in water, making filtration necessary.
If New York had to rely on more filtered water it would need
a new filtration plant at an estimated cost of US$10 billion
up front, and US$100 million per year thereafter (Hu, 2018).
This would be the single largest capital project ever in
New York’s history (Hu, 2018). The city was already forced
to spend US$3.2 billion on a new filtration plant in 2015,
thanks in part to rising demand (Hu, 2018). With all the
exorbitant costs of this system there is a financial incentive
to examine the demand patterns for New York City’s water.
The costs are not purely financial, either. The treatment
and delivery of water emits considerable carbon emissions,
which contribute to climate change. In the United States,
about 19% of the energy delivered to households is used to
heat water, and over 8% of all residential sector emissions
come from laundry alone (Ro, 2020; Golden et al., 2010).
We can use water consumption as a metric to understand
the emissions being created; the more water that is being
used, the more emissions one produces (Ro, 2020). About
80% of the emissions produced by domestic water use are
based upon an individual’s decisions (Ro, 2020). A change
in the water-use behaviour of American consumers could
have an impact equivalent to removing 12.1% of vehicles
from US roads or closing 23 of the United States’ coal power
plants (Golden et al., 2010; Pasion, Oyenuga, and Gouin,
2017). In New York State specifically, water treatment
accounts for a significant portion of emissions. About 35%
of municipal energy use in New York State goes toward
water treatment—about 3 billion kilowatt hours per year
(DeIorio, 2008). This, based on US energy averages, is
equivalent to 1,067,173 passenger vehicles driven for a year
or 570,000 homes’ energy use for a year (EIA, 2020; EPA,
2018). These emissions are significant. For the world to
avoid multiple degrees Celsius of warming and significant
environmental damage, they must be tapered quickly
(Commission, 2019).
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In contrast, these emissions could continue to grow. New
York’s population is projected to continue its steady climb
(City Planning, 2013). Since every person requires water, it is
logical that without any external change, demand for water
will continue to rise in line with the population. Therefore,
given the financial, social, and environmental risks, it is
necessary that we examine what factors are impacting the
demand of this system. I propose to do so by looking at
those who will be most impacted by future costs.
Ultimately, as demand rises for New York’s water and
emissions become more expensive1, it follows that prices
should rise, since the supply is fixed. An increase in the
price of water would impact low income households
disproportionately. In New York City, these households
are concentrated within the New York City Housing
Authority (See Section 3.1). It is these individuals whose
demand is the most elastic; they are more likely to change
consumption habits due to a change in price. The water
consumption habits of these individuals, therefore, is of
vital importance to determine what will happen to New
York’s water supply in the coming decades. I aim to see if
building level variables currently impact the water demand
of these individuals and how large these impacts are.
I find that household and building level variables do have
a statistically significant impact on water consumption per
capita. Furthermore, I find four specific variables that have
this significant and robust relationship with consumption.
At the 1% level, the following are significant: whether
the building is a seniors home, density of the building,
proximity to local public infrastructure, and the borough
in which the development is located.
The paper is laid out in the following order: Section
1 Emissions have increasing marginal damages. As greenhouse gases in the atmosphere accumulate, adding additional emissions will have an even greater negative
impact, therefore, being more costly (Gillingham 2019; Forrest 2019).
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2 details the research question, Section 3 contains a
LiteratureReview and background information, Section
4 details the data sources and alterations, Section 5
describes my model, Section 6 outlines the results, Section
7 is a discussion surrounding the results, Section 8 is my
conclusion, Section 9 contains additional figures, and
Sections 10+ are appendices.

2

Research Question

I want to examine the impact of various economic
indicators on water consumption in New York City for
residents of the New York City Housing Authority. I aim
to determine whether building level variables have a
statistically significant effect on water consumption, and,
if so, which variables those are. I do this through looking
at the impact of development level variables (building age,
apartment square footage, percent on fixed income, etc.)
of the buildings to discover what causes different NYCHA
buildings to consume different amounts of water. Analysis
is done through a layered regression model.

3

Literature Review and 			
Background Information

3.1

New York City Housing Authority

The NYCHA focuses on providing housing for low and
medium income families. The authority provides homes
for over 400,000 people in 326 different public buildings,
and subsidizes rent for another 235,000 residents who are
in private housing developments throughout New York
City’s five Boroughs (NYCHA, 2020a; Data, 2019a, 2019b).
The NYCHA is North America’s largest public housing
authority; it has survived while authorities in other cities
were demolished (Ferré Sadurní, 2018). This hasn’t been
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due to building quality; the NYCHA currently faces US$25
Billion in needed capital and recently admitted to lying to
federal building inspectors (Ferré Sadurní, 2018). A
contributing factor to these rising costs and issues is
building age. Most of the buildings were built at the same
time, so are depreciating together (The Editorial Board,
2019). Mold, rats, and general uncleanliness are prevalent
(The Editorial Board, 2019). Multiple buildings have had
issues with boilers, meaning they’ve gone days with no hot
water (Ferré Sadurní, 2018). Others have had lead
contamination concerns (Ferré Sadurní, 2019a).

In an attempt to modernize the buildings and reduce
costs the buildings are changing; many are switching to
have their day-to-day operations carried out by privately
owned companies (Ferré Sadurní, 2018). The notoriously
mismanaged board has been undergoing a personnel
change (Ferré Sadurní, 2019c). These changes have led
to some units receiving upgraded appliances in their
kitchens, impacting water consumption. Upgrades have
stretched beyond single units; many repairs have been
focused on improving infrastructure within NYCHA
buildings (Ferré Sadurní, 2019c, 2019d). Replacing
leaking pipes, for example, affects water consumption in
the building as a whole. Buildings that have had these
renovations are referred to as “rehab” buildings, as they
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have had their infrastructure rehabilitated (Chen, 2020).
All rehabilitated buildings are required to use “ENERGY
STAR” certified appliances, including dishwashers and
washing machines, if appliances are replaced (NYCHA,
2017). This would reduce the water consumption as a
clothes washer that is ENERGY STAR Certified uses about
33% less water than a standard one, and an ENERGY STAR
Certified dishwasher saves tens of thousands of litres over
its lifetime (Star, 2020b, 2020a). These rehabilitations have
been slow, however, and the housing authority remains in
a financially precarious situation, which could alter the
behaviour of residents (The Editorial Board, 2019).
Rehabilitated buildings aren’t the only unique sub-category
of NYCHA developments. In the late 1970s and early 1980s
the Federal Housing Authority of the United States handed
administration of over 700 buildings to the NYCHA (NYCHA,
2020c). These buildings had been repossessed by the Federal
Housing Authority from their owners. The NYCHA converted
these homes to public housing and has worked, over the last
35 years, to allow the tenants to become the owners of the
properties (NYCHA, 2020c). This has been successful for over
300 residents. Currently, the NYCHA is looking to continue
this program and to rehabilitate the 16 units that are vacant.
Housing under the NYCHA is municipal public housing.
They also subsidize rent for many individuals who are under
federal “Section 8” housing (NYCHA, 2020b). The authority
is transitioning some buildings toward an increased number
of section 8 renters through having private management take
over (Gross, 2018). With section 8 housing, rent is subsidized to be no more than 30% of the tenant’s income (Ferré
Sadurní, 2018). Any remaining rent beyond that is covered by
the NYCHA (NYCHA, 2020b). For one to be eligible for this
they must allow housing quality inspections, repairs, and
they must obtain the annual certification (NYCHA, 2020b).
For both public housing and Section 8 housing it is illegal to
sublet these homes, so legally the tenant on the lease should
be the one who is consuming the water in that unit (Ferré
Sadurní, 2019b). Furthermore, one has incentive to not break
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the rules as there are approximately 177,000 people on the
waiting list for a NYCHA apartment.
For NYCHA’s public buildings there are two methods of management. Most buildings use the “conventional” method. For
a conventionally managed building, the NYCHA acquires the
land and then gives contracts for building maintenance and
construction (Authority, 2019a). The other method of management is the “Turnkey” method, in which a private developer purchases the land, constructs a building, and then sells
that building to the NYCHA (Authority, 2019a). Additionally,
there can be sub-managed buildings within a NYCHA development. There are nonresidential buildings present at multiple NYCHA sites. Usually, they are child care centres (Veiga,
2019).

3.2

Research on Water 			
Consumption Per Capita

There has been significant research looking at the most
effective means of having one reduce their water use.
Reducing water use has been argued to be desirable both
due to projected increases in global water demand and
the environmental impact of water use discussed earlier.
Raymond and Streeter (2013) believe demand will continue
to rise as people move from a grain based diet to a protein
based one and as the water supply diminishes due to oil and
gas extraction (especially fracking). Climate change will
cause some cities to have increased access to water, while
others have reduced access, and due to water’s weight it is
difficult to transport from one city to another (Raymond
and Streeter, 2013). Therefore, the use of water is something
cities must take more seriously. Keohane and Olmstead
(2016) argue that pricing strategies are most effective in
regulating water use and should be implemented instead
of a cap & trade system. New York’s water meters make
dynamic pricing possible. Olmstead and Mansur (2012)
undertook a similar approach, attempting to determine the
price elasticity of demand for water in various US cities.
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Neither of these projects examined what factors beyond
price may have a large influence on consumption behaviour.
Researchers elsewhere have explored variables beyond
price, examining the impact of non-economic individual
level variables on water consumption. Jorgensen et al.
(2013) look at household water consumption in Australian
provinces. They determine that individual level variables
are significant in creating predictive models for individual
or household water consumption. Furthermore, they
find that some variables have little impact on household
consumption while maintaining an impact on individual
consumption. This only occurred, however, in their
sample in Southern Australia, indicating that results
could vary region to region (Jorgensen et al., 2013). New
York is, obviously, a different region than their Australian
samples. They find that perception of neighbours’ water
consumption habits and household size have the greatest
impacts on water consumption (Jorgensen et al., 2013).
This has implications for New York, in which household
size has a much smaller range than rural and urban regions
of Australia. Furthermore, their research is focused on
individual psychological indicators (attitudes toward water
conservation), and only a couple economic indicators
(age and income) (Jorgensen et al., 2013). I aim to further
examine the impact of economic indicators rather than
psychological ones. Lastly, and most importantly, is the
researcher’s call for further work to be done on multioccupancy households as most of their sample was singleoccupancy (Jorgensen et al., 2013). I will be looking at
building level variables, which are all multi-occupancy.
Psychological researchers are not the only ones creating
predictive water-use models. Machine learning and neural
networks have also been used. These models generally
focus on the factors external to the individual in an attempt
to determine the water use demands for an entire system
(Lee and Derrible, 2020; Firat, Turan, and Yurdusev, 2010).
I, instead, want to look at the factors specific to each
individual and building to determine what affects water
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consumption at a more granular level.

3.3

New York’s Water Consumption

In 2001, Koeppel wrote a comprehensive history of New York’s
water system, detailing aspects from before the supply of New
York’s water by the Croton Water Company. Koeppel highlights
the initial use of the water system as a public service, primarily
for running fountains and fire hydrants throughout the city
(Koeppel, 2001). The motivation for a public water system
was largely to ensure better management of fires in the city
(NYT, 2014). In the late 1800’s, people shifted toward increased
in-home water use, thanks to the installation of bathrooms,
and the resulting demand for water quickly exceeded the 285
million Litre limit of the Croton aqueduct (Koeppel, 287).
Thus, a second Croton aqueduct was built, but this too was
soon outpaced by population when New York expanded
to encompass the five boroughs that exist today (Koeppel,
289). The current Catskill aqueduct was built from 1907 until
1926 and can deliver 2,100 Litres of water per day. In 1965,
the Delaware aqueduct was added to allow for 5,100 Litres
maximum between the two reservoirs. These two reservoirs
supply 90% of the city’s daily water, with the other 10% coming
from the old Croton watershed. The Catskill aqueduct provides
unfiltered water supply while the Delaware’s water is filtered
(Hu, 2018). Koeppel’s research demonstrates that getting water
to the city has been a long and arduous undertaking (building
the Delaware aqueduct alone took 28 years). His detailed
research of the water supply also shows the need for greater
research on the demand of water in New York (Koeppel, 2001;
City Planning, 2013).
Currently, there are multiple projects focused on the intricacies
of the New York water system. In fact, the whole state is
unique. New York uses little water for agriculture: only ~1% as
opposed to the national average of ~70% (nys, 2019; Raymond
and Streeter, 2013). Fully 25% of New York State’s water use
is for the “public water supply,”(nys, 2019). The city’s use of
water is unique as well. Residents of the Greater Vancouver
Area, for example, use upwards of 40% of their water outdoors
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(primarily for gardening) (Schreier, 2020). New York’s
denser living conditions mean less garden space per capita,
greatly reducing this as a factor in water usage (Schreier,
2020). Furthermore, as highlighted earlier, New York’s water
is unfiltered. Disinfection, therefore, is paramount. New
York is home to the world’s largest ultraviolet disinfection
facility, where harmful microorganisms are killed and a
chemical mixture is added to stop the water from corroding
the city’s pipes (Cohen, 2016). The prevention of corrosion
is vital to slowing the seepage of lead pipes and fixtures
into the water. A variety of quality tests are then conducted
both through automated means and by human scientists
travelling throughout the city to collect samples (Rueb,
2016; NYC, 2019). Testing is done for a variety of reasons,
but lead contamination tests are of the utmost importance.
Lead contamination in drinking water has had regular air
time on North American news stations recently. Multiple
Canadian cities, (CBC, 2019) indigenous reserves (Barrera,
2019) and suburban communities like Flint, Michigan
(Nelson, 2016) have tested positive for dangerously high lead
levels. Lead is removed during treatment of water but can
break off from water mains that connect houses to the grid
(Griggs, 2019). The older a water main is, the more likely it
was built using lead (Rueb, 2016; Nelson, 2016). New York,
with its many old lead pipes, has some residences with
dangerously high lead levels in their water (Griggs, 2019).
US federal regulations permit 10% of buildings in a city to
have high lead levels (Lowenstein, 2018). Unfortunately,
New York, due to its size, could therefore have an exorbitant
number of households exposed to heightened lead levels
(Lowenstein, 2018). The high publicity could raise people’s
awareness of how old the exterior pipes are and could affect
how much water individuals use. Furthermore, this could
have an impact specifically on residents of the NYCHA.
As I detailed in Section 3.1, the NYCHA has many aging
buildings, some of which have tested positive for dangerous
lead levels. The age of each NYCHA building is therefore
important.
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While the city’s tests for lead are seen as reliable, the same
cannot be said of their tests on water tanks. Water tanks
in New York create a whole different issue in terms of
cleanliness of drinking water. These tanks are the primary
drinking source for buildings that are over six stories tall.
Runyeon and Schwarzer looked in depth at New York
City’s water tanks. They found there are between 12 and
17 thousand tanks in New York City. When the New York
Times tested 14 randomly selected tanks throughout the
city they found eight had coliform bacteria and five had E.
coli (Runyeon and Schwarzer, 2014). Coliform on its own is
not dangerous, but its presence means the water is ripe for
bacteria (Rivera, Runyeon, and Buettner, 2014). Presence
of E. Coli, however, means the water is not fit for human
consumption (Rivera et al., 2014). These results are based
on far too small of a sample size for any large conclusions
to be drawn, but they proved and publicized that there are
some tanks in New York with E. Coli. This is due largely to
the tanks being in a state of disrepair and having openings
in their tops (Runyeon and Schwarzer, 2014). New York
City currently requires that tanks be drained and cleaned
once per year, to prevent growth of bacteria and algae, but
it is estimated that nearly 60% of buildings do not comply
(Runyeon and Schwarzer, 2014). Furthermore, tanks with
routine maintenance can still possess E. Coli, and at least
two of the three largest NYC water tank maintenance
companies use “Sea Goin’ Poxy Putty,” which is in violation
of the city’s health code (Rivera et al., 2014). If the research
by Runyeon and Schwarzer is indicative of a larger issue,
then individuals whose buildings use water tanks may alter
their consumption habits. Slightly over 21% of NYCHA
buildings whose water is tracked are over 6 stories tall
(Authority, 2019a, 2019b).
Multiple sources have reported on the financial details
of New York City’s water system. As detailed in the
introduction the system is exceptionally expensive and
could quickly become even more expensive. Notably, the
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investment to build a third major water main under the city
is currently one of New York’s largest ever capital projects
(Cohen, 2016). This pipe is needed as it would allow for
repairs on the other two pipes, which were built in 1917 and
1936, without disrupting the distribution of clean water to
New York City (Hu, 2018). One of those old pipes is currently
leaking well over 30 million litres of water annually (Hill,
2018). The system is exceptionally expensive, making an
examination of the demand for its output valuable.

4

Data

I regress a variety of explanatory variables with my
dependent variable being water consumption. I run four
regressions, each adding another layer of variables. My
initial layer is explanatory variables that are financial in
nature. Next, location based variables are added, then
billing variables, then building management variables.
Through this layered regression strategy, I can see what
explanatory variables have an impact on consumption.
My dependent variable is daily water consumption per
person in NYCHA buildings. This is, therefore, a vitally
important variable in my study. Through New York City’s
“Open Data” initiative the necessary consumption data for
each building are available publicly (Authority, 2019b; of
Sustainability, 2019). For this data to be made per capita
I have once more relied on New York Open Data, using
the NYCHA Data Book figures for this and many control
variables (Authority, 2019a). These data should be accurate
as it is illegal to sublet one’s unit, as described in Section 3.1.
To get location variables I used the GIS data from the same
source (Data, 2019c, 2019a). Summary statistics for all the
variables used are included in Appendix 1 and the summary
descriptions for variables of interest are included in Section
4.5. The code for getting those summary statistics is in
Appendix 6.
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4.1

NYCHA Water Consumption 		
Data Modifications

This data includes observations on a subsection of
NYCHA buildings and their water consumption. The
data include just over 31% of NYCHA buildings. The data
span over multiple years and billing periods. First, using
Python, I parsed the string-type revenue month variable
and created two new variables from it: Revenue Year, and
Revenue Month (See Appendix 2). I then cleaned up this
data (Appendix 5) to code the remaining string variables
and eliminate unneeded ones. Additionally, I created two
dummy variables. One shows whether the building is a
rehabilitated building and the other shows whether the
building was previously repossessed by the FHA. Both of
these are as described in Section 3.1. The latter was then
used in the Borough variable, as all former FHA buildings
have no borough association. This is a comma-separatedvalues data-set with over 32.5 thousand observations.

4.2

NYCHA Development Data Book
Modifications

The New York City Housing Authority publishes
observations on a variety of variables for almost all their
buildings through their “Development Data Book”. The
data are updated annually and include only the most recent
observations. This data-set matches with the NYCHA Water
Consumption set using the Tenant Data System numbers
(TDS#). This made merging the two data-sets together
possible with very few lost observations from the water
consumption data set. A few observations were dropped,
as they are not tracked in the Data Book. Some work
was needed to clean this data and make it usable. Using
Python, I created a variable that represents the age of each
building in number of days (Appendix 3). As highlighted
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in Section 3.3, the age of a building is a strong indicator of
the likelihood of lead contamination. Age of the building
is used therefore as a measure of whether people are
concerned about lead contamination in their water. With
the data set, I ran into some issues. The methods used for
data-entry meant there were multiple string characters
within integers, making de-stringing on Stata impossible.
I used Python to parse these observations and allow for all
desired values to be stored and used as integers (Appendix
4). Basic data cleaning work was then carried out with
Stata (Appendix 5). This set only reports once for each
building in the NYCHA, not for each billing cycle, so has
323 observations. This data-set is also a comma-separatedvalues file type.

4.3

Distance from Subway

Using the wealth of GIS data on New City Open Data, I was
able to determine the distance from each building to the
nearest subway station. This is used as an indicator of the
infrastructure in the neighbourhood surrounding the building,
rather than the infrastructure in that building. To accomplish
this, I used a base map of New York’s boroughs (New York City
Government, 2020), then added all NYCHA buildings (New
York City Housing Authority “Map of NYCHA Developments”,
2019a), then added all subway lines and stations (Metropolitan
Transport Authority, 2018; Metropolitan Transport Authority,
2019). I used QGIS with the NNJoin Plugin to interpret the map
(Arken, 2019). The resulting variable is NEARESTSUBWAY,
which measures the distance from each NYCHA building to
the nearest subway station in decimal degrees. The variable is
used in the Locations layer of the regression.
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Figure 2: All NYCHA domestic units marked in red with all
subway lines and stations.

4.4

Dropped Observations

Few observations had such inadequate data that I was forced to
drop them. I dropped observations for the buildings in the Data
Book that are not in the water consumption data, a little under
70% of the data. Likewise from the water consumption data
there are seven buildings that are not tracked in the data book.
In the water consumption data there are some observations
that are “estimated” rather than actually recorded. The water
authority makes an educated guess on the consumption
based on the building and season. These observations were all
dropped to ensure data accurately reflects reality. Likewise, all
bills are analyzed by the New York City Water Board. Any bills
that have issues, or illogical data are marked as “exceptions”. All
of the observations with exceptions on the bill were dropped.
That leaves 24,776 unique observations from 94 different
NYCHA buildings.
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4.5

Key Variables

There are many variables in the data set that, based on the
issues highlighted in the background section, play a key
role in the regressions. The number of stories for buildings
determines whether or not they have to use a water tank to
store and access their water. Buildings over six stories tall will
either need pumps or water tanks, as the gravitational pull
of the New York water system reaches its limit just above six
stories in most of New York. As highlighted in Section 3.3,
water tanks are known for a lack of cleanliness and have been
reported to reduce municipal water consumption as some
attempt to find clean water elsewhere. To account for this, I
created a dummy variable, WATERTANK, that is equal to 1
when a building is taller than six stories and 0 if it is equal to
or less than six stories. In other words, it is equal to one when
a water tank would be needed. This variable is included in the
Building layer (second layer) of the regression.

Figure 3: 29% of NYCHA BLDGS. are >6 stories
As highlighted in Section 3.2, research in Australia on the
impact of individual level variables found that the square
footage of one’s dwelling had a large impact on water
consumption. Those in houses with more space per person
generally use more water. To measure this, I use the density
variable, which is the number of people per
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Figure 4: Densest BLDGS are in Manhattan acres of buildings
in NYCHA developments.

More people per acre of building means each individual would
have fewer square feet to themselves. As can be seen in Figure
4, the buildings where population density are the greatest
appear to be concentrated in Manhattan. The data back this
up, Manhattan’s mean density is over 250 people per acre,
whereas the Bronx (next closest) has just under 200.

Figure 5: Brooklyn and Manhattan have the most NYCHA
buildings
Also highlighted in the findings from Australia was variation
in results from different locations. It follows therefore that
the borough in which the NYCHA building is located could
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be of considerable significance. There is variation in the
concentration of NYCHA buildings in different Boroughs, as
shown in the adjacent figure. The significance of the Borough
will be tracked in the location layer of the regression using a
qualitative variable that has a category for each of New York’s
five Boroughs, and a sixth category for FHA buildings (as
described in Section 3.1), which do not have a Borough in the
data-sets.
As discussed in section 3, there are implications to living in an
older building. The older a building is, the older may be the
pipes. The creation of the DAYSOLD variable, as described
above, accounts for this. When used in the regression, it
demonstrates the effect that an individual living in an older
building and, therefore, having concerns of lead contamination
in their water might have on consumption.
As highlighted in Section 3.1, the NYCHA subsidizes rent
for individuals so one will never pay more than 40% of
their income in rent in public housing, and 30% in section
8 housing. Included in the regressions is a variable for the
average gross monthly income for the NYCHA from rent
payments. This shows the relative wealth in different buildings,
as wealth is a possible tributed determinant of consumption.
Figure 6: Older buildings appear evenly distributed
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There are multiple important control variables. Data from
UBC professor Hans Schrier show the importance of seasonal
variation on water consumption, this makes the month in
which the bill was recorded an important control variable
(Schreier, 2020). With the variable marking the month of the
bill, the effects of seasonal variation will not cause issues in the
results. Similarly, one particularly hot summer will not throw
off results, as the year of the water bill is also recorded. I also
control for changes at the building level. As described in Section
3.1, there are buildings attached to NYCHA developments that
house services for residents, such as daycares. Developments
with daycares likely use more water than those without.
To control for this a variable is included to account for the
different number of non-residential buildings. Additionally,
I control for the quality of the building in which residents
are living. Since rent payments will not necessarily reflect the
building’s quality, I control for this using the development cost
of the building divided by the number of apartments in the
building. As can be seen in the two figures, rental payments and
building development cost per room do not line up perfectly.

Figure 7: Rent is capped at 40% of income
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Figure 8: Doesn’t align with gross monthly rent
There are further important controls. I control for whether a
building has been rehabilitated, as described in Section 3.1.
This could impact water consumption by ensuring upgrades
to more efficient appliances. Different NYCHA buildings use
different management methods and funding sources, outlined
in Section 3.1, which could alter behaviour of residents. A
variable tracking the funding and a separate variable tracking
the management method are used to control for these two
points.
The regression overall consists of 19 different variables, all of
which play an important role. There are summary statistics in
the appendix for all variables as well as additional figures in
the appendix.

5

Model

I use four regression equations to see the impact of various
independent variables on water consumption in the New York
City Housing Authority buildings. With the layered regressions,
I can see what is significant with few control variables. Then,
by gradually layering on more control variables, I can observe
the impact on the explanatory variable. This process allows me
to see what layer of control variables has a large impact.
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Water consumption per capita per day is my dependent variable
in the regression. The four regressions are layered on top of
one another with variables sorted into four different groups:
financial indicators, building management, location, and
then billing specifics (in that order). All upper-case variables
are ones that I have either created or edited the labeling and
coding of significantly.

5.1

Financial Indicator Regression

The first regression will use the following equation and
variables:

•

Yi: Water consumption per capita per day in litres, the
dependent variable (varname= CONSUMPTION)

•

β1: The size of the effect of the amount paid in monthly
gross rent in that building
-X1: avgmonthlygrossrent: The average monthly gross
rent, which is meaningful since the NYCHA doesn’t
charge more than 40% of an individual’s income 		
as rent, so it either shows individuals with a high 		
enough income to pay the full cost of rent or shows
40% of their income.
β2: Shows the effect of the number of people in section 8
transition housing

•

-X2: PERCENTSECT8TRANS: The percent of the
population that is in section 8 transition housing,
waiting to be moved to a proper section 8 subsidized
building or for the whole building to transition to
section 8 housing.
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5.2

Regression Layer: Building 			
Management

The second regression includes the same variables as the first
for betas one and two and for Y. Betas four through twelve are
related to building management.

• β3: Shows the size of the effect of a building having been

rehabilitated
– X3: REHAB: A dummy variable that is equal to one
if a building has been rehabilitated

• β4: Shows the size of the effect of a one unit increase in
the age of the building, in number of days
– X4: DAYSOLD: The number of days between
March 10, 2020 and the building’s construction
being 95% completed

• β5: The effect of the building being home solely to senior
citizens
– X5: SENIORS (Qualitative): A coded variable that
is equal to zero if the building is not a seniors
home, one if the building is partially a seniors
home, and two if the building is exclusively for
seniors

• β6: Shows the effects individually of each of the

qualitative categories for the different funding types the
building could receive
– X6: FUNDING (Qualitative): The source of funding
for the building, four potential options

• β7: The effect of the building’s management method
– X7: METHOD: A dummy variable that is equal to
one if the building uses the turnkey system and
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zero if the building uses the conventional method
(see Section 3.1).

• β8: Will show the effects of having more people in a
fixed-size building
– X8: density: The number of people per square acre
in the building

• β9: Will show the effects of having more nonresidential

buildings in a development
– X9: numberofnonresidentialbldgs: The number of
buildings that aren’t residential, whether they are
daycares, storage areas, or other facilities (more
information in Section 3.1)

• β10: Will show the effects of a more expensive
development
– X10: COSTPERROOM: The cost to develop the
property divided by the number of rental rooms

• β11: Will show the effects of a building currently being
managed privately
– X11: PRIVATE: A dummy variable equal to one if
the building is currently being managed privately

• β12: The coefficient for a building of a height where a

water tank would be needed
– X12: WATERTANK: A dummy variable equal to
one if the building is greater than six stories tall
or zero if the building is less than or equal to six
stories tall.

5.3

Regression Layer: Location

The third regression includes all the variables used in the
previous two plus the variables relating to the location of the
NYCHA development. Betas thirteen and fourteen are related
to building location.
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• β13: Shows the size of the effect of distance from public

infrastructure
– X13: NEARESTSUBWAY: Shows the distance, in
decimal degrees, of the nearest subway station to
the development

• β14: The effect of the New York City borough in which

the development is located
– X14: BOROUGH (Qualitative): A variable that
shows which borough the development is located
within and also uses the borough FHA if the
building was formerly repossessed by the Federal
Housing Authority

5.4

Regression Layer: Billing

The fourth and final regression once again includes all
previous variables. This regression layers on variables relevant
to the billing for the building’s water consumption. Betas
fifteen through twenty-two are related to the building’s billing
system.

• β15: Shows the size of the effect from residents paying
directly for their electricity

– X15: ELECTRICITY: A dummy that is equal to one
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if residents pay their electrical bill directly, zero if
they do so indirectly (through their rent or fees).
Note that fixed rental prices could effectively
mean one doesn’t pay for electricity when paying
indirectly

• β16: The effect of the month of year in which residents

are using the water
– X16: REVENUEMONTH: The month in which the
bill was recorded, on a numeric twelve month
scale

• β17: Shows the size of the effect of the year in which
residents consumed the water
– X17: REVENUEYEAR: The year in which the bill
was recorded, ranging from 2013 to 2019

• β18: The effect of the type of rate users are being charged
– X18: RATECLASS (Qualitative): The rate, out of the
five options, that the building is being charged

• β19: The size of the effect of charges or credit being

present on the buildings’ account
– X19: othercharges: The charges that are present
on the bill that are beyond charges for water
consumption. Note this variable can be negative if
the building has a credit on their account.

6 Results
The following are the results of the regressions in the model.
I find five variables with a significant impact using a 99%
confidence interval.

• Whether the building is exclusively a seniors home
• Proximity to the nearest subway station
• The area per person of the building
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• Whether the building uses a water tank
• The Borough in which the development is located
Detailed analysis of these results is in the Discussion Section
as well as data visualizations.

6.1 Brief Overview of Results
The initial two regressions show the impact of the control
variables. Regression one shows both the average monthly rent
and the percent of households that are section 8 transition
housing have a significant impact on water consumption
when holding the other variable constant. As highlighted in
the background information, the management and upkeep
of NYCHA buildings is complicated, so a variety of other
variables could have influenced these results. Moreover, this
complication causes the second regression, which controls for
building level variables such as rehabilitation and the age of
the building, to no longer show these variables as significant.
On the other hand, the impact of a building being entirely
made up of seniors is clearly significant, as is the building’s
density. Whether the building uses a water tank does not
appear significant with only these two layers of the regression.
It appears that this layer, building level variables, has a strong
impact on the results.
The final two regressions introduce more control variables
level variables to be of importance, as both of them remain
significant.
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7

Discussion

The five variables that are significant once the final layer of
the regression has been added are all significant at the one
percent level. First, I will briefly discuss the robustness of the
results as a whole, and then I will look at each of these five
significant variables individually.

7.1

Robustness

Using months as a continuously distributed variable is
misleading, as it is difficult to tell whether any particular
month has an impact on water use. Since the bill month
was used solely as a control variable, I initially conducted
the regression in this way in order to see the results of each
explanatory variable while holding the month constant. By
doing this, we could be missing results within the billing
month. I re-run the regressions using REVENUEMONTH as
a qualitative rather than quantitative variable. In doing so, we
can see that no one month is significant with a 99% confidence
interval; only September has a significant impact with a 98%
confidence interval.
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Furthermore, I use robust standard errors to ensure the
robustness of results. Using a Cook-Weisberg test for
heteroskedasticity, I get Prob > chi2 = 0.0000. With this
p-value, I can reject the null hypothesis of constant variance.
This further means the results are heteroskedastic. However,
robust standard errors can account for heteroskedasticity at the
expense of precision, meaning there could be generally larger
standard errors and less likelihood of a variable remaining
significant. Running the regression with these standard errors
shows that four of the five meaningful explanatory variables
remain significant at the one percent level. Only “water tank”
becomes insignificant.
The following regression table shows a regression run with all
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previously cited variables, but I have excluded all insignificant
ones for space. The full regression results can be found in the
Regressions Appendix as the first table.

7.2 Water Tank
The non-robust regression shows that, with a 99% confidence
interval, a building having a water tank leads to individuals
using less water. Specifically, a building with a water tank
would reduce daily water consumption by about 102.5 litres
per person, which is a relatively enormous decrease. This is
an imperfect measure, however, as the WATERTANK variable
is a dummy that is only equal to one if the building is greater
than six stories tall. Consequently, the building most likely has
a water tank, or it would need some other system to ensure
access to water in an emergency.
To cast further uncertainty on this result, it does not hold up
with robust standard errors. Of the five significant variables,
it is the only one that does not remain significant with the
heteroskedasticity adjustment. Ultimately, this variable would
be more meaningful if there were a definitive tracking of
water tanks for each NYCHA building and if the water quality
inspection results of each of those tanks were made public.
With this information, I could isolate not only the effect of
having a water tank, but the effect of having a water tank that
has failed water quality inspections.
This result remains significant but has some glaring issues
in terms of robustness. I would put the least stock in this
explanatory variable, and I believe further data is necessary to
provide a more definitive answer.

7.3

Public Infrastructure

The Nearest Subway variable was used as an indicator of a
building’s proximity to public infrastructure. I found that the
closer one is to a subway station (i.e. they are in an area of
increased public investment in infrastructure projects), the
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less water they use per day.
This result remained significant with robust standard errors.
Overall, I found that if someone is one decimal degree
further from a subway station, then they use 3,540 more
litres of water per day. This amount of water seems illogically
large because of the units of decimal degrees. Decimal
degrees are indexed on a global scale, so when used at a city
level, they are extremely small decimal numbers. Hence,
there is a large standard error when increasing distance by
one full decimal degree. Furthermore, decimal degrees are
a three dimensional unit, so they cannot be converted to
metres. The coefficient, therefore, can’t tell us about the
water consumption change in Litres per additional metre
of distance, but it does identify the important relationship
between distance and consumption. Using the subway
stations as indicators for public infrastructure, we find that
individuals in a more urban setting use less water, holding
all else constant. This means that those in more suburban
areas use greater quantities of water. This could have policy
implications if New York City is forced to implement
restrictions to curtail water use, since their policies could be
aimed at those in less urban settings as they use more water.
This result appears to hold up to robustness checks and as
such is included as one of my key significant variables.

Figure 9: Concentrated at Near to Subway & Low
Consumption
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7.4 Seniors
A building being open exclusively to seniors has a statistically
significant impact on the building’s water consumption per
capita per day. It causes a huge increase in daily consumption
per person of almost 271 Litres, relative to a building that is in
no capacity a senior centre. This result, when adjusted for the
heteroskedasticity of the data, using robust standard errors,
remains significant at the 1% level.
This means that senior homes use more water, but this could
also mean that age is an important factor in water consumption
per capita. If data for the median age of tenants within each
building were available, then I would be able to see the effect
of this variable. In its current form, this still could have policy
implications. If New York City is aiming to implement a policy
that reduces water consumption, then the incentives could be
aligned with tenants of buildings exclusively open to seniors.

7.5

Borough

Some of the boroughs have strong relationships with
water consumption. A building being located in Queens
or Manhattan has a strong correlation with increased water
use - about 139 and 168 additional litres per person per day,
respectively. These are significant with a 99% confidence
interval. There is a slightly less significant relationship,
but significant nonetheless, for buildings in Staten Island.
Buildings in Staten Island use significantly less water with a
97% confidence interval.
These results are substantial as they align with the
findings of the Australian research, but on a different level.
The research, cited in the literature review, found significant
interprovincial differences in consumption in Australia. This
furthers the notion of location playing a significant role in
one’s consumption, but on a more micro level. This shows
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regional variation can be significant even at a city level, not
just a provincial one, furthering the existing research in the
field.

Figure 10: Staten Island uses little water

7.6 Density
The most important variable for an individual’s water
consumption, according to the previously detailed research,
is the area of their home, per person. In other words, the
population density of their house. One study’s sample had
largely single-person dwellings in rural areas, not urban family
apartments.(Jorgensen et al., 2013) Their research found
that increased area per person (reduced density) resulted
in increased water consumption. My research shows the
opposite, that reduced area per person (increased density)
resulted in increased water consumption per person. I find
one additional person per acre adds ~0.389 litres to everyone’s
daily water bill.
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Figure 11: Slightly positive relationship density and
consumption

Figure 12: Slightly negative relationship density and subway
distance
The conflicting results could be due to the differences in
the makeup of our samples. Mine is focused on low-income
individuals in a highly urban environment, while theirs is focused on the opposite. Or, as highlighted as a reason for this
research, this could simply be regional variation. As there was
variation within Australia on the impact of different explana-
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tory variables it could be the case that in a different continent
the results of certain variables are flipped. More research
should take place on why this change occurs.

7.7

Omitted Variables

There are other variables that could be significant if included
in this analysis. Mainly, more data on individuals would be
helpful. These would allow me to see what the makeup of
the residents in each building is. Common individual level
variables such as gender, age, and race could be helpful to
control for the effects of individual decision making. It’s
difficult to know what impact these variables would have on
the results if I were to include them. Based on the impact of a
building being a senior home, it is possible that the average age
of a building’s residents could have significant implications on
the water consumption patterns. Having access to data with
individual level variables would confirm this. In lieu of this
data, I have attempted to control for these variables through
wages (rent payments locked at 40% of income) and seniors.
These variables are not perfect representations of those that
have been omitted, but I believe they are the best available.

8

Conclusion

This research shows that building level variables do have
a significant impact on water consumption, thus answering
my initial question. Furthermore, it displays which variables
have a significant and robust relationship with a building’s
water consumption per capita per day: Borough, Density,
Senior Home, and Proximity to Public Infrastructure.

My results indicate a couple areas in which further research
could be conducted, allowing us to see the impact of more
specific variables and to be more certain of others. The impact
of a building using water tanks remains unclear. This could
be improved through more research using a dataset where
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each building’s water tank status and cleanliness is recorded.
This would allow for us to isolate the impact of a building
using a water tank, holding all else constant. Another area of
uncertainty within the results is the variation between NYCHA
residents and Australian residents. Further research on why
population density has opposing impacts on these two areas
could prove useful. Lastly, and most importantly, controlling
for common individual level variables would add increased
robustness to the results, as we could see if the results hold
regardless of gender balance, racial profile, or average age of
tenants within the building. Specifically, based on the results
from senior homes, research into the impact of resident age on
water consumption could prove fascinating and meaningful.

9

Figures & Images

Figure 13: Seniors Homes are in every Borough
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Figure 14: Manhattan has the most water tank height
buildings per NYCHA resident

Figure 15: FHA Buildings and residents in Queens are generally furthest from subway stations
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Figure 16: Density shown in equal Quantiles, rather than
equal intervals

10

Appendices

Appendix 1: Summary Statistics from
Data
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Appendix 2: PYTHON FILE - Parse the
NYCHAWater Consumption Data to Create date variables
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Appendix 3: PYTHON FILE - Get the
Age, in Number of Days since March
9, 2020, of Each NYCHA Development
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Appendix 4: PYTHON FILE - Parse the
NYCHA Development Data Book Set to
Allow for Destringing
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Appendix 5: STATA DO FILE - Clean
and Merge Open Data Sets
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Appendix 6: STATA DO FILE - Get NYCHA Water Consumption Summary
Statistics
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Appendix 7: Regression Tables in full
First the Table from the robust regressions, followed by the
four-layered standard regression. The latter two tables appear
as they do in the body of the paper, the rst regression is an extended version of that which appears in the paper's discussion
section.
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Appendix 8: STATA DO FILE Regression Equations
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Appendix 9: PYTHON FILE - Using GIS
Data to create the maps of NYCHA Developments in New York City

11.
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